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dry Plant Closes.

j

Xew York, April 13. E. B. Sturgis,
of Seranfccn, Pa., an Independent coal
operator, and one of those who signed
the letter sent to the operators, urging them to concede the demand of
the miners, called on President Mitchell of tho miners' union,, today. After
a brief conference, he said:
"I am hero to see Jlitchell about
one matter, and that Is all. 1 am
sorry my vlblt became known, as
none of the operators knew I waa
coming here, or the nature of my
business with Mitchell. I still think
tliere w ill b a Btrlke."
Mitchell declined to discuss the
conference.
Touching on the reply
of the icperators, declining the mln-er- s'
proposition, Mitchell said:
"I do not consider that the reply
received yesterday
from President
Baer is final. It was written on the
fpur of the moment and without deliberation. I expect that the answer
yet to come from Baer in a week: or
tw,3 will open up a new line, and I
don't think that the situation Is such
that there will be a strike. There
Is reason to believe that the operator
may see a new light."
-

TWO THOUSAND MEN
STOP ON 160 BUILDINGS.
St. Ix)uls, Mo., April 13. Officers of
the Bricklayers' and Stonemasons'
Industrial union drove around St...
Ixniis today calling off brlcklayera
frm every job on which the stonemasons employed are not afflliatied
with thtdr organisation.
During tho
foreneion it is said that work was
stopped on 1C0 buildings and that
2,000 men quit.
Increased Wage

Demanded.
April 13. Tho
American Steel foundry plant here
closenl down today
because of the
strike of 2,800 men employed. Tho
men demanded an Increase ot wages.

Granite city.
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England Finds Herself Richer By Million and
Half Ellen Terry's
Canadian Festival.
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SYSTEM
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EXTENDING
It was anXew York. April 13
nounced iu this city today that the
St. l.ouis & San Francisco Railway
Kmpanv had purchased the projec't--
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line f the Colorado & Southern, and
also the Xew Orleans & t'aciflc road.
t:
Texas
running from Hoist.ui.
Itatoii Route, I. a.
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inf rinal demonstration and a congratulatory address will be read.
bib. a project has been sot
on foot to
the popular actress
with a tangible' token of the regard la
wbb h she is
by playgoers tha
world over. This has taken the form
or a shilling subscription.
Franklin
'1 homassoii
is the chairman of the
comniittteo,
which comprises many gentlemen prominent la
dramatic, literary and other circles.
Me-an-

pre-sen- t

he-I-

e

fa-o-
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WORLD'S METROPOLIS

SECRETARY TAFT APPROVES
CHANGE AFFECTING ARMY.
Washington, D. C April 13. A radical change has been made by Secretary Taft in his approval of the
recommendations of the general staff
that ihe commissary general tf the
army hereafter purchase bake ovens,
field' ranges, fit Id bread ovenh, camp
kettles and mess pans, which have
been for yens bought under contract
by the quartermaster g tieral.
The
latter official proposed the tiar.sfer
of authority, but the commissary
ixiinted on; to lilt- - secretary
department
the
mat
nhould purchase the articles which
are used i:i the preparation of food,
just as it now buys subsistence
stores. There bis been more or less
delay in acquiring these rangi s and
utem-ilami Secretary Taft decided
thai is was in the interest of a
adiuinlMratlon to have the
subsistence r Ulcers buy the ranges
use in garrison
and ovi ns which th--und in the field.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

17S5-17S-

PRESIDENT

MmY Getters But Good To Keep German Troops in Bricklayers in St. Louis Arc

SAM IS OVERFLOWING

This canvas has Isng been considered one of the most Important and
representative of the great English
painter, placed by some critics In the
same rank as Sir Josiiua Raynolds
and Thomas Gainsborough, and has
hung for many years in an old house
Scott &
In the north of England.
Fowles purchased tht picture and exhibited it at the Guild hall in London
In
and at several other exhibi
tions. The picture was everywhere
greatly admired by the critics and the
public in general. The canvas Is
splendidly
and tne colors
are rich and deep.
Romney painted this picture during
his later period, which may be said to
It has all
have been about
refinement and
bis characteristic
gran i of pose, expression and treatment an.l is a charming piece of work.
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OF NO STRIKE

REPOR I ED
THREATENING ERUPTION.
FATAL AND FURIOUS
Yak'.ma,
W'asli., April 13. Smoke
STORMS IN TEXAS.
issuing fr:m Mt. Ranter Is plainly
Washington, D. C, April 13. ConXew York, April 13. It Is reported
St. Petersburg,
April
13. The
perApril
13.
Texas,
Dallas.
Six
siderable time was taken up when sons
Hunt ueie, uiiuougu xne mouii-- today that a proposition to establish
tae h,:use convened today, in a dis- jured were killed and several were In- tain is over ninety miles away. Thea bault with a capital of 430,000,000, Twentieth Century today says that
in a tornado that swept over mountain lias been emitting fire
pute arising when Gardner moved the
and for the purpose of regulating money Minister of the Interior Durncvo has
Texas, late yesterday.
erasure from the records of certain Ifigg;;.
cinders for three days, the first re- - and exchange rates
during
the already been dismissed. Stana, the
A number of buildings in the disparagraphs in the speech by Hopkins,
report reaching here yesterday financial stringency bucIi as was re- author, says he will be granted
liable
the
At Cleburne from a prospector who had been cently experienced on
of Kentucky, reflecting on the mo trict were destroyed.
Wall street, is
tives prompting the passage of tiie the storm blew down the grandstand CRinplng near the mountain, but was under consideration by the interests title of count, as one of the Easter
in the base Iall park during tue pro- driven away by the rain of ashes. In
bill by Bennett, authorizing the
connected with the stock exchange honors.
gress of a game. Several were hurt h!s letter, Prospector
Diner, a
mission of Pannie
Campbell and by the National City bank of this
Jack
but none were killed. The heaviest says:
nounced idiot, to the United St
city.
GERMANY IS FULLY AS
years fell at Dallas last night,
Rrpklns' speech in adverting to the rain in general
'hninicr began to smoke Monday
WARLIKE AS WAR LORD.
and a
rain is reported all evening. On Tuesday It was worse. GOOD FRIDAY WAS NOT
part played by Goldfogle in
Berlin, April 13. The reichstag
over
Texas.
north
Vv'ednesday,
bill,
lorting the
also aroused
ashes and red hot mud
OBSERVED AS HOLIDAY. haa made ample appropriations
for
fell into camp. Rumblings wereneard; Xew York, April 13.
wrath of that gentleman.
For the first expenses In connection with
GIVE
VESUVIUS
WILL
of
expunge
language
risOn vote to
the
and I had to novo. Thursday,' stir--' time, in many years, Good Friday
the
was
REST TO THE WEARY. pliurous smoke hung over the crater,
Hopkins, the vote stood: avis, 1C5;
not observed as a holldnv in Nfm Ynrir ing of tii natives In German Soutn-we- st
noes, 51.
.apies. April- j.i, ;j::: p. m. ah indications are that Ranter is an totlay. AH the cltji departments
Africa. The socialists opposed
are
news received here this morning Is active volcano.'
Jamestown Cet3 Appropriation.
in operation and the stock exchange tho appropriation, but in answer to
encouraging.
The house committee on industrial!
Two years ago there was evidence is open for business.
For the first time since
an interpellation Col. Von Delmling
In both
aits today voted to report the bill fori Tuesday the sun is shining all over of nn eruption, but not nearly so semoney is responsible for the stated that tho withdrawal
of the
alXaples
government
in
the
participation
and the fall of ashes has
vere as the present one. There are change) in the city's tradition. The troops was Impossible. The position
Jamestow n centennial exposition, ts most entirely ceased. Ashes ocntin-uk- I no residents near the mountain, but city corporation
r
having decided that
the Orange mountains on the Kng-thto fall throughout the night, ad-- j the coal prospectors are beginning to
lie held next summer. The amount
department heads had no nower!lish border was advantageous irt Mir
tiing
se
veral Inches to the aecurutlla-- llee.
carried in the bill is $1,4hi,000.
to allow per diem to men to pay forenga. Owing to the extent of the
t it j ii in the streets.
Nearly ti.OuO peo-- '
time not actually occupied in the city boundary line the British frontier
pie
are employed clearing the roofs,
IN THE SENATE.
Later Contradiction.
service, tho laborers requested
guards could not prevent the enemy
Washington, 1). C, April 13. The and the mnin thoroughfares.
Kdltor Kill the Yakima, Wash., the usual holiday be omitted. The that
re- - from crossing into English territory
Prof. Mat tented today climbed up itini, about Mt. Ranter. It is untrue. quest was granetd.
railroad rate bill was not taken up i,y
The governing and returning. Tho troops were tied
the seriate today, the day being de- board of tho stock exchange decided to thedr supply baso on tho Orange
voted to passing bills to which there
to
not
suspend call because of the un- -' river, but even so the men were living
wre no objections.
settled condition of the money marke-- t from hand to mouth, as the English
Tillman Protestj Against Barnes.
todav.
only allowed such quantities of proSenator Tillman today filed formal
visions across the frontier as weie
con- charges with the
BUT CHURCH PEOPLE
absolutely necessary.
sidering the nomination of lienjamin
OBSERVE JUST SAME.
as was tne case In all colonial wars
F. Barnes, secretary to the president,
New York, rtpril 13. Good Friday onlv
l
of tho
to be postmaster ut Washington, and
was gen. rally observed here today, gaged against the enemy. There waa
protested against his confirmation,
The churches of all denominations not one man too many there. The
These charges relate to the expulsion
were opened to worshipers, and. par-- ; fire wa still smouldering nmler the
of Mrs. Minor Morris from the execu- iicuiariy in the Roman Catholic and lashes, and In tho Ethiopian movement
tive office, and assert inhuman and
Protestant Episcopal churches. Im- there was a draught that might fan
brutal treatment of the woman and
pressive special services were held in It Into a flame. The Insurrection had
also allege that Darnes made a false
commemoration of the crucifixion. however, this advantage, that it had
statement of the case.
Impressive ceremonies were conduct shown the world that German soldiers
Final Argument on Smoot.
ed at the St. Patrick's Roman Catho-- ; still know how to die for their emCirFinal argument in the investigation!
lie Cathedral, at which Archbishop! peror and fatherland. This rising had
of the protests made against Senator
Farley officiated. During the mass of furnished the army with en excellent
Reed Smoot being permitted to retain
the pre seo.tlflcd "The Pnssion" was' war school. This spejH'h had the dehis seat, were made today before the
smig by students from St. Joseph's,' sired effect.
committee on privileges and elections,
seminary. At the conclusion of thej
by A. S. AVorthlngton, counsel for the
Washington, J). C, April 13. Uncle1 but press of time and the difficulty of; ceremony, Archbishop Farley, holding;
Utah senator. For the first time since
tho host and attended by fouri
the proceedings began, three years Sam's treasury has recovered. There reaching Bogota and La Paz from the1 aloft
Christian brotheis. who held over him
ago, Mr. Smoot attended a session of is no longer a deficit. In fact, the seaports will prevent his doing so.
Secretary Hoot w ill 1h accompanied a canopy, led a procession of the cler-- j
the sommlttee.
present fiscal year wilt close with a
AVorthlngton closed at noon, and
by Mrs. and Miss Hoot and a few) gy in the Cathedral aisles and back
to the sanciiary,
Chairman Burrows inquired when the surplus of at least $I0,U00,O00; which; personal servants.
He expects
to Iu all It.iman Catholic entireties a'
counsel could be ready with printed will look w ell against the record o! come up the west coast of South three
hours' devotion was held bearguments, and it was announced they last year, which closed with a deficit America to Panama and, crossing thei
noon and 3 o'clock, in memory1
could not be finished before the mid- of nearly $24,(MiO,fNni.
isthmus, to take one of the Panama1 tween
The lading of the deficit Is an in-- ; railroad steamers from Colon to New' f the hours of suffering Jesus was
dle of next week. K is expected that
The York. The trip will begin early in1 obliged to endure before death came.
the date for a vote will be fixed by dlcation of general prosperity.
revenues conic from duties on import- July, tho Charleston starting from Similar devotions were held in
the committee soon afterwards.
Episcopal chure'nes
ed merchandise and from the tax on Xew Y'ork or Newport News, and will the Protestant
throughout the city. Xearly all the
NEWS ABOUT NEW
cigars, snuff, beer, liqueirs, etc.
end about October 1.
chun In s were filled with w oiiiipers.
MEXICO EXCLUSIVELY.
The revenue from the latter taxes
It Is pointed out that the trip of the
was t) a great extent susSpecial to Evening Citizen:
is more steady than that which de- secretary
no diversion of tne pended.
TheStock Exchange reWashington. I). C, April 13. The rived
h
u
tariff duties, and any big onus, involves
r
naval
her
from
work, ns mained opi'ti and the banks kept
bill for an additional judge in Arizona tailing off in the income generally
has passed the senate. Delegate An- means that the general business of she was originally under orders to open to accommodate f'n'ir customdrews has been promised by several the country has sagged. A compari- piveeed from the Atlantic to join the) ers. Tomorrow will be- Holy Satur-elav- .
when, in tho Kman 'catholic
lending members uf congress, support son of the separate Monthly state- Pacific station, ll is :h, intention of
th" holy water, te be used
for his bill giving Xew Mexico an ad- ments this year with those of a year the secretary to spend a week or ten chur
London, April 13- -t r.Ir. MoCrac H.
nays
In
be- Janeiro,
Kio
and his visits ilur t
lie year will
ditional federal Judge.
blessed.
ago shows that this year is b tter tuan to
has jii; e.l.taine.l particulars from
iJtf
will
the oilier capita's
limited I hi
tho funeral dee-- '
Andrews lias introduced a bill giv the previous one by a very considerie
the
chancellor the excliequer of a
to
two
i:i
or three days
ing .John V. Pl uichard, Company II.
each ease.
;n all 'he churches will be
ra'
able per ceut.
amounting to ove r $L.,"i,imiii
windfall
(luring
evening
Score
and
rem
First Michigan cavalrv, a pension of
the
the
ha
lary
Hoot
onferred
with
con;:res
lias
ha
the
Meantime
1' ii
Surgeon
a
the
a.l
will
churches
be
annum
mt
Wyn.an.
to the treasury. Mr.
General
of
imbthe
tiil
la'
pruning ho k into
appi opt ions. lie
lb". UHroll lias been confirmed
announces that the Hritlsn
health and uiaiiin
spital service Halinto bowers of beautiful
Army and civil cvjienilitures
have
post master at Socorro.
to lie ready fir ICasti'r share, of the Chinese war inde'innity
the Kio .micro oonfer- - Spri:
been lopped off r, l, nt b ssly. Tills concerning
.
The book "To the Land of Sun- under the
A subject of
amounts to $LriS,"),aOo per annum unfirst order of Sin.
l
supervision of once-shine." has received much praise from I'ntie Joe Cannon and Jim Tawnoy, importance to coin,
til lit 10, and after that year tho anTore that omi- D fend Master of
Fated Slocum. nual payments
senators, representatives mil fedral chairman of the l'on-gradually Inwill
ferciico is the coiu-is f the Con- ToNew-la-appropriating
13.April
Within the crease. The Ilritish receipts were apYuk.
officials, and Is doing much goot for committee.
gn'ss on Sanitat ,n, l.eld In this city
sun-tll.Oni)
"nas
been
t
months
Xew Mexico.
plied in the first instance to the
f
The February buinss turned the last year. The' :slu ile' partmint
a fund for the' defense of
of private claims. Since these
the work in SCI
scale. The deficit on Fe; niary L'7 was vors the exi, n.ion
FAMOUS DE Y HOUSE WAS
Van Sehaick, master of the claims amounting to J3.500.uo0 were
I"'11
receipts of, this line; beyond that ot mere qtiarau-fo- r Cap'a:n
nly IJKj.no.
Kt
SOLD UNDER MORTGAGE.
General disposed of, tho reeedpts have been
t
international ill i,l'e,i excursion willearner
Passaic, X. .T.. April 13 The iKy the nicnth were counted and the bills ine, so as
come up on liquidated. The sum of $l,728,CSO
Ills case
;f ports "f this hemi Sloe'UIU.
house, once Washington's 'Headquar- paid it was found on February is that sphere-- .
Octolx-rand the pilots
the government's share of file reThe result of the work of a ppcal next
ters at Prt akness or Hlonraburg there was a surplus of $1 .liC.nuo. The the
are i ceipts up to the )iresi'iit date, remains
American surge-- i:s in Cuba and throughout tlu' nited States
Manor, has been sold under mort- end of March saw the alance incrca.i.
mined he shall have ample funds in the paymaster general's account at
on the Lthnius of Panama nas been
gage f recloswv by Sheriff Charles e,l t ) l'..77J.47;!.
against the sentence of ten the Pank of Knglainl, pending direci' s proposed to to finhl
def- so t lice.iiraging
i,ue-io- n
thai
a
the
of
settled
That
Heigen, of Passaic
rouiwy.
Albert
to scour
ie promises of cars ., imprisonment which lias been tion by parliament as to its disposal.
Kiench, vice president of the Anitri-c.i- icit, for it inclmii il several millions endeavor
inipn ,i
him.
la- - represented
pendi!ure on ac- the' iber republic..
Chemical company of New York, of extraordirnry
for funds was sent out SHILLING SUBSCRIPTION
An appe-at j
udopt similar
al the
purchased the boiis,. 'for $r,.".Ki. He count of 'he Panama canal.
ASKED FOR ELLEN TERRY.
to 111 pilois eit' ve ry Important har-- I
l
for the- pi, v, ntion of
lives in
Montclair. Mr. French's
April 13. It will be M
Slates by the
lie I'nited
fever and other
diseases, bor
ni;.tli4-was a g reat a roa t g ra n d d a u h ROOT PLANS CREAT TRIP
Maste-r.-,'
and years ago on April 23, since Miss Lo
Gn nil W yman ha
requested Grand a s - oi ;it of the
AROUND SOUTH AMERICA.
tor of Colonel Carrot liiy, who built
inn. and returns are leui TiTry made he'r first appearance'
t i pre pare a lueii.ora'-i.uldunoe- d u m
fop the Pi!o"s'
H.April
he bouse.
lun nils t make a
Washini: 'on. li
Coll!!!! in ra .idly. Captain Luther II. in the- si age at the Princess's under
lii an
An.
of
the
n
ly
MiimihT iioine of it.
has
Its previous tar, It'
local harbor Charles Koun's management. To
pr.-- id
i:' nf th,Dow
to the conference.
given
III
h.owner wa., William
!1S
the
acta
the occasion Mr. Ilaerliohm
lie All licau sssociii' ion of Masl!
g
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n'Utive--Inf
t
tnay.tr
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The by
Pnterson.
Ma;. ai. Pilots of steam ves-- i Tree' has prevailed uixm Me'ssrs. Ye
terDIED
FROM
HEART
FAILURE
t
house
:s built in 171" and Is ill South Ate- lie. in
OXtl'Ull
f t lie fund.
Like
- tr. a i: r
ni a ii) Parker to rlose the Court
in retr, at ;,a''ly i:o.. condition.
Gen-eta.la:;, lr
WHILE WATCHING BALL GAME. ma"
so
t
Li
"is pre-j- o:.-ithat em the 17th se i hat Miss Terry may
,::.! r. tiie pilots
Wa.-hin,
S
:
n occup'ed the house
i
13
:'!:
St. I.eiuis. Mo., A
He nry C. Ca;
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h ii, k
was made a play Mistress Pa-::.
in 'The Merry
Van
,
Monte-l.il- i
P,
t,
.vi-e-Jaiy
to "! and
t
to Nv and to
li i
i
reully Wives L Windsor," to l.o revived
a wt.a:: :.y achelor, died
Ie p'
7,
17o, making bis official video, Santiago ce
and Lima. vest, ri!;- frotiveailtr
iiseasM as the res;
,r be- Slocum diastei" during the Shakespeare festival week
wliei,. be had previously be, n a The
would ; 1m I.. ' 'o visit result or excite no n:,
at His Majesty's. At the conclusion
!.'!! b, I'te III',' W S
lute watching we reSacs'.
the capi'iuls i f Colour .a a:..l K. uador, a smne of base ball.
Captain Van Si'haick.
of the pcrfui niiinc,. there will lie an
poseu;
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YET HOPEFUL
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LITTLE."
Xew York, April 13. Another nota-bladdition to the Imposing list ot
masterpieces from the brushes of the
early Kuropean painters owned in America has been made by the purchase
from Messrs. Scott & Fowles by Mr.
Otto H. Kahn of this city of the triple
portrait of the "Three Children of
Captain Little," by George Pomncy. It
is stated on good authority that the
price paid for the picture was $ 1

1.1

e-- ..

' e--

I K
unbbLi -

j

OF CAPTAIN

raliar.

V.

iMITfHFI

.

"THREE CHILDREN

Gil

?.

kVlLrf

1

courts tomorrow or Monday. It was
announced today by the lawyers retained by Dowio that they will probably file a bill asking that the transfer of Zion City church property to
Deacon Alexander Granger by Over-Bee- r
Yoliva be set aside.
The attorneys for Voliva contend
that the bill will be denied for the
.reason that all the property
by Voliva to Granger was not the
property of Dowie, but was held by
him as trustee. It is also expected
that application will be made for the
appointment of a receiver, pending
the settlement of the dispute as to
the control of the property.
v

.fc-

RUSSIAN
... NFWV

A BANK WITH

RflflRI

V;vry. V ZinZnZtV

fice of

Courts Tomorrow or Monday New Mexico News in Uflial
Daily Special to The
at the Farthest for Full
Settlement.
Citizen.

ij III

Vesuvius Has Evidently Run
Its Round of Destruction.

Topeka, Kan.. April 13. At the ofthe Koek Island Railroad company today it was reported that
blizzard Is prevailing at Santa Rosa,
X. M. The air Is full of flying snow
and all that section of territory Is
catching a storm. The railroad ofll- cials fenr that wires will tie down
and tramc d' laved.

RECOURSE WILL BE HAD TO FINAL ARGUMENT ON SMOOT

attorneys representing the warring interests in the Zion City controversy
shall reach B6me agreement at a conference which is to be held late loday,
the matter will be taken Into the
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CANADIAN FESTIVAL IS
TO BF. HELD IN LONDON.

London, April 13. A Canadian festival will be held at Queen's hall at
the end of June, and will be directed
by Dr. Charles Harriss, who was bora
in London In 18t',2, but since 1SS3 has
resided in the IMminion. One of tho
works ta be- - performed will lie his
setting of Jose, bine Preston
choric Idyll, "Pan," which wa
composed for tho farewell state con-eegiven at Ottawa to tne governor
general and the Countess of Minto,
prieir t.) their
Canada in October, 1901, and it is dedicated to the
countess. The euiipositlon Is written
for soprano, tenor and bass soloists,
chorus and orchestra and occupies 45
minutes In performance. Dr. Harris
who is a son of a former organist
ef St. Mark's Wrexham, hm won seuie
distinction in CanaJ.i through his op-cToiquall, his cantata Daniel before tho king and number of miaceN
aluoous works of considerable merit.
IVa-body- 's
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ALBUQUERQUE

rAoe tvs
Ihp 'i'an arrested at Pros-com a fncltivo from Just iro who
was known ly tho name of Roberts
Weekly fry
Salty
MUM
and t'nc alias of Cunningham. Jack
Stelcncr lioramn a member of the
Tke Cltiico Publishing Company San
Francisco police force, after retiring
from the prl?e fight ring. He
toMBlaataa)
for
at FMd
Ikmch th
f.r severs! years hold the title of
nil
W.
heavyweight champion of thp Pacific
roast, V. .1. Cavanaeh, was for years
a member of the Frisco Are department. All thro of thp men are powerful physlcnily snd the San Francls-rofficer win) I" ,n Phoenix Is authority
fer the statement that It would
of Bernalillo County In- Offtalal
hard to find threp Letter fighters
lid City of Albuquerque.
in the whole f rep of the Oolden Gate
It was a wonder to lilm that
M
fraai Dttaattfcai.
eitv.
largaat C'tj tni Cntj Clrtiilitfaa.
IIolmcH and some of his associates
TIm Lirrtnt Ntw Hole. Clrtaltftaa.
were not killed.
lirrmt tt.rthara Arlnixi Ortulitloa.
The socialists each evening hold
mei tines on Orand street In Frisco
or subscription:
navo occurred nereioiore
In Utum.
H.C and rluts
PbB W mil ana
ut between different branches of the
.tn
tkttr W matt pr month
100
rganizatlon. In one of them about
WaUr aaaO. ana raa- en months a so two men were killed
per
month
Carrier,
6y
60c
nd a member of the squad of police
ent to the scene was seriously In
Tmm Kvbmimo Crrrra will ba dalrrwaa1 in th.
ured. Phoenix Republican.
Mr at tha lew rata of M rants pr waak. mm for
paid
month!?.
r aKui. whn
FYanclsco
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PRESCRIPTIONS
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Hmtlilcg
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Made Lio-- n

to be Filled
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ARE KlU.m RIGHT. THEY
MUST RE FILLED EXACTLY
RIGHT, FOR NO ONE IN
THIS DRUG STORE IS Al
LOWED TO CHANGE A SINGLE QUANTITY OR QUALITY.
PRESCRIPTIONS
WE FILL
JUST AS THEY ARE WRITTEN, OR REFUSE TO TOUCH
THEM. SOME DRUG STORES
WE
GUFaSS AT ACCURACY.
DON'T.

FEEHAN, SUCCESSOR OF

oa Application

favor br nottfrln na
W thm papw.
hi ai i imfly mm anf
AS lactam and ramittanraa ahonki ba addraaaad to
Comkt. Drafta.
Taa Cmun Ptiat-mniNaoatoffira and axpraaa mony ora.ri
a ajd payabla la ttar ardar af th.
will aanfar

DOLAN, A COMER

Pittsburg. Pa.. April 12. Frank
ALVARADO PHARMACY
han, the newly fleeted, president of
he United Mine Workers of western
B H. BBICGS It CO,, Prop'n.
Colorado I r Pennsylvanls, who succeeds Patrick
Automatic (83
Dolan. la looked upon as one of the
Both Phones
First nd Cold Ave.
coming labcr leaders of the country.
Thirty-tw- o
age,
practicyears
wltn
of
A NEW GAME
ally no previous experience la dealing
with big labor questions, upoa nrs
WARDEN NAMED shoulders will fall the brunt of tie SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
battle of 200,000 coal miners of this
district.
Twice he was a delegate to con Full Set of Teeth
$6.00
M. E. Griffin, a Rough Rider ventions at Indianapolis, and there laid Gold Crowns
$1.50 Up
Gold Filling
Painlea Extracting ....50c
Will Succeed Page
ar.

0K0OtOftOt

$8

I
'-

,

WILL

TAKE

OFFICE ON MAY

ALL

f

WORK

"m

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

I

At a late hour Wednesday afternoon Governor Hagerman made the
Announcement that W. E. Griffln, of
Santa Fe, had been selected for ap
pointment as game and fish warden
of the territory, and that the appoint
stent will be made to take effect on
Mav 1. Mr. Griffin is to succeed the
present Incumbent of the office, Page
B. Otero. wh.t has held it for a in
tin over three years and since Its
creation. The new appointee Is a na
ttve of Santa Fe, 39 years of age, and
on of the late William W. Griffln
Who for thirty years was a leading
and highly respected citizen of that
cltv and county, and who for twenty
years was cashier and president of
the First National bank of banta fe
W. E. Griffln was educated in the pub
lie schools of that city and thereafter
finished a course at Swarthmore college. Philadelphia. Pa. Upon return
ing from that college he engaged In
the insurance business and was em
ployed as a
for some
time. In April, 1898, when the New
Mexico squadron of the First regi
meat .:f cavalry, the. "Rough Riders,'
was organized, he was appointed by
Oovernor Otero a second lieutenant
In Troop E, which was raised In Santa
Fe. and went with the regiment to
Cuba, where he saw active service,
and participated In the fights of Las
Guasimas and San Juan Hill. He was
mustered out October 1 of that year,
at Montauk Point, with the regiment,
returning thence Jo Santa Fe. During his army service had made an hon
orable and good record. A little later
he became connected with the lum
ler firm of InC. W. Dudrow, with which
the capacity as look
he Is still
keeper and cashier. For two years
past he has been treasurer of the city
to that
of Santa Fe and waa
position April 3 last. He is very well
known, has a good knowledge of the
territory, the people and forest and
came conditions, and it is believed
that he will perform the duties of the
position satisfactorily and will see t
It that the spirit and letter of the law
creating the office of game and fish
warden and prescribing Its duties,
will be faithfully carried out There
were half a dozen candidates for the
position and the scramble for It was
quite active and spirited. Mr. Griffln
was not an active applicant, but fa
vorable circumstances turned the tid
towards him and the appointment will
as aUive stated.
ieInmade,
speaking of the appointment
Governor Hagerman said:
"Mr. Griffln was not an applicant
for the position which he received. In
looking over the field, for some one
to fill the place who would be accept
able to the people at large and at the
same time make an efficient warden
I selected Mr. Griffln, who I believe
to be the man for the place. His
name was not brought to me by any
or his friends and in fact, he had w
knowledge that he was being considered. HU apiiointment in no way reflects upon the candidates for the
place. I believe that .Mr. Griffln will
make a good game warden and will
certainly attend to the duties of his
office.
He will of course, resign his
position as city treasurer."
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It's easy to understand
the details of a checking
account.

The method is simple,
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FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Interested In mines? I have some
said to be good deal. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
FWlSALE A. A. Trimble. 207 North
Arno street, has for sale, settings
MAPQOODS (lac.), Bnla Broken
of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
Rhode Island Reds, White Plymaiy Chamlcal BalMliy, t. LoaM
Plymouth,
outh Rocks, Barred
WANTED.
Brown Leghorns, etc.
Ono dollar
WANTED Woman for general house-worper setting.
906 West Railroad avenue.
WANTED Mexican salesman; good
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
wages to right party. Weiller fc TO EXCHANGE I have some ranchee
Benjamin.
to trade for city property. T. I
WANTED A registered drug clerk,
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
young man, able and willing to husThe exchange man.
McSPADDEN
tle. 8. Vann & Son.
See him tor business exchanges.
WANTED Your heating stoves to
300 South Broadway.
store for the summer. J. Ww MasEXCHANGE 1 have property in
ters, 118 West Oold avenue. Colo. TOIllinois,
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
'phone, Black No. 68.
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
WANTED .Men's washing and lace
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltb
curtains to launder. Hand work;
me. T. L. McSpadden, S00 South
Mrs. Lug
satisfaction guaranteed.
Broadway.
ton, 411 Wept Coal avenue.
LOST.
WANTED Canvasser and solicitor;
right party can make good wages; LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
8cotch terrier, three months old.
must write good, legible hand.
Top, this office.
Return to 114i4 North Second street
and receive liberal reward.
ny number
WANTED Good men,
for rock work; southern Arizona; LOST Bull pup, two months old;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranbrindle; some white on nose; left
front leg white to knee. Return to
teed for three years. Inquire Abra
southwest corner of Fifth and
ham's Employment office, 315 South
Marquette and Tecelve reward.
First street.
WE SELL YOUR ABILITY

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. BaJdrldge, Solo
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

bar-gai-

back-aches-

lre

a

Mi-o--

first-clas-

1

Al-!'-

i
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BANK

Officers and Director!.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS

.

President
Vice President

M. W. FLOTJRNOY

FRANK

McICHIQ

Cftflbior

vt

R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Assistant Cashier

.............
V.

B.

Director

DEPOSITORY.

,

i?rr';

JjJ

1

IIM

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&,

$500,00040
250,00O

Santa Fe Railway Company

cccccccccxoao
The State National Bank
'

o! Albuquerque, New Mexico
$100,000 00
17,000 00

Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

PORTERFIELD & CO.
110 West Gold Avenue.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
O. N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

conveyancing.
CARDS

DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
avenue.
Office
No. 30S Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mall.
DR.

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
W. G. SHADRACH,

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

OCCC00300CX0

OSK

0

ESTABLISHED 1S7I

"OLD RBLIABLE"

La

O.

RUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

6--

High-Frequen- cy

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313
West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to S
Practice

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

RAIL! DAD AVENUE

OOOC

A MODEL

NURSE.

to

12

ods.

and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-therepand other Battle Creek meth-

y

rTl STTp?.-..,-

..

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
LAWYERS.
Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.

(

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Both 'Phones:
matlc, 671.

J.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

32

P street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
N. W., Washington,

D. C.

E. W. Dobaon.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

Office Crcm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
LAND MATTERS.

H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Sliver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
Cold avenue.
"ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spenper aDd V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.

Wt

BATH ROOM.

Should be an established feature ol
I
every house of any pretensions.
is not a luxury, but an absolute necessity, insuring good health to the
household. Good bathing and toilet
essentials are as important as good
food and water. Allow us to give yon
an estimate of the very latest, wl(S
will
You
sanitary improvements.
never regret it.
We carry the finest line of garde
hose in the city.

p. n

Mr. M. R. Wharram,
Room 31, Barnett building.
Auto
phone, 613; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9

Q
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ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, modern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
etc. $2,700. Easy terms, If you can't
pay cash.

PROFESSIONAL

President; W.

FIRST NATIONAL

Loan

and

LTJNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

book-keep-

work

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

SOLOMON

A HOME
You could be proud of,

Notarial

r

Extends to Depositors erery proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
special
rate. Wagons and other Chattels; also on
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angelea, SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE BJ
CEIPTS. as low as $10.00 and as high
Oal.
WANTED Men in each state to as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
travel, nost signs, advertise and and strictly private.
re
leave samples of our goods. Salary month to one year given. Goodsrates
Our
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for main in your possession.

If you
safe and convenient.
FRANK FEEHAN.
never considered the subjecr
his
the foundatian of his popularity by ts-icpay you to investigate and
advocacy of principlts hign in me
miners.
rt th
the advantages.
Keeiian's career ha been moulded
He
You deposit your money
Mitchell.
John
of
closely after that
FORJ?J!Zu
was born in Wls.iaw, LnarKsuie,
the bank; then Instead of paying FOlTTlENT Pour room brick house,
Spnilnnd. Aumist 24. 187L He came to
7
In.
Apply
parents
close
when
at F. F. Trotter's
this countrv with his
your bills In cash, you can write
store.
t
years old. After a lew monuis
out a check for each obligation. FOR RENT Desk room, or part of
school young Feehan was put to work
digging coal. He has held every po
store. J. W. Masters, 118 Gold ave-nuliOss,
The checks are returned to you by
except
mine
sition in a coal mine
When old enough, he Joined the United
FOR KENT A new house of four
the bank.
Mine Workers.
rooms, with bath. Inquire of A. A
Several years ago Feehan almost
bank will furnish you a pass
Trimble, 2o7 North Arno street.
The
wrecked his career by becoming a disRENT Furnished rooms over
FOR
book and checks, and will explain
ciple of Emma Goldman, whom he
tlie Golden Rule Dry Goods comheard speak at Fayette City. Saturatpany. Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
their use.
ed with socialistic ideas, he attempted
Phelnn.
to break up several locals of the mine
There's system in the method. FOR RENT Three, four, five and six
workers in the vicinity or rayeue
room houses; modern. W. H. Mc
City.
But then his better judgment
Million, real estate broker, 211 W?st
saved him from the Bocialistis pit THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Gold avenue.
falls.
Feehan's chief recreation Is found ALBUQUERQUE,
FOR SALE.
NEW
MEXICO
in athletic sports, and he is a first- FOR SALE A fine ranch and a few
class foot ball player.
hundred sheep. Address, K., this
provides that the experiment station
office.
fund shall be increased $5,0lK) during
WHY IT SUCCEEDS.
the first year. The allowance for this FOR SALE All lota in Coronada
fund heretofore has been but $15,000
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Only,
and This means that $20.ooo will be al
Becauss It's for One Thing
Broadway.
Albuquerque Is Learning to Appre lowed for the year which begins July
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
elate This.
first.
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
year
following
an
additional
The
South Broadway.
Nothing can be go.'d for everything,
$2,000
will
will
$2,000
allowed,
be
and
FOR SALE Good team ol Horses und
Doing one thing well, brings suc
year
until
succeeding
each
le added
set of double harness, cheap. 201
cess.
reaches $30,ooo. The agri
North Second street.
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing the fund college
a
it
cultural
fund remains
only.
FOR SALE Cheap, small horse and
year.
was
per
$25,000
'1 uey cure sick kidneys.
runabout, parasol top, in fine shape.
will
The Increased appropriation
They cure back actie, every kidney
Call at room 2, Garcia building.
enable the officials of. the experiment
111.
FOR SALE A fine, young Jersey
to continue their work on
Here is Albuquerque evidence 10 station
cow, fresh in a week. Inquire of
much more extensive scale.
prove It:
Mrs. Wm. Ruby, corner of Eighth
720
Mrs. W. C. Wood,
residence
street and Marble avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE
IMPORTANT'
TO
says:
"When on
South Broadway,
FOR SALE A hanosome Hardmau
visit to Fall River, Mass, I learned
piano, in fine condition and almost
Safeguard
by
Profit
Find
and
This
that Doan's Kidney Pills had been
For partlcu-lar- ,
litw, at a bargain.
Many
Against
III.
hausehold necessity in that city for
office.
call
at
this
years. Naturally, when a person has
Nothing is more Important to Albu- b'UH SALE $25,000 raucn at a
back ache themselves, and friends
will take small property in
acquaintances and relatives contin querque than the goad health of her
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
ually insist that a particular remedy people. How can they fill their place
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
In this busy town unless
they are
shall be tried, you at last consent.
South Broadway.
used Doan's Kidney Pills and they well?
for FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE For
No one trouble Is responsible
stopped an aggravated attack of back
effy or ranch property, a new furnache, only one of many which have more nervous Ills, sleeplessness, gen
.
ished rooming house. Best location
occurred in the past. When I came eral debility, weakness,
in the city. Address F. J., this ofwest 1 brought with ine a dozen ooxes rheumatic pains, even 111 temper and
fice.
peevishness, than Indigestion.
of Doan's Kidney Pills, long
Fortunately, a combination of rem- FOR SALE A drug store in good lit
they were so extensively known in
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadstomach tablets,
t have edies, called
New Mexico as at present,
den. 3"0 South Broadway.
not the slightest hesitaTlon in pub has been discovered that absolutely
licly staling that I know from expert cures Indigestion
and restores to SELL, RENT OR TRADE
your
ence as well as observation that this health and strength the whole diproperty with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
remedy can be a).Milutely depended gestive system.
in curing all FOR SALE A good geueral merchanSo reliable is
upon In all cases of kidney complaint
and
causing back a lie, lumbago, r oilier forms of stomach weakness
dise and grocery business, with meat
symptoms which follow in the wake troubles that J. H. ORielly & Co.
market included, and buildings for
give a signed guarantee that the remof that for too prevalent annoyance
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
SOME PARTICULARS OF
edy will cost nothing unless it cure.
North Broadway
For sali by al! dealers. Price
F;isicr-MUtm( o., Htmalo, N
sells for fifty cents, and Is FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
MEN IN FRISCO RIOT cents.
Y.. sole agents for the United States Invaluable to any one who suffers with
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
or weak
nervousness
Remember the name Doan's and Indigestion,
Broadway.
WHO
AND WHAT THEY ARE, take no it her.
stomach.
double-ba- r
FOR
SALE A
FROM,
WHERE THEY CAME
reled,
shotgun; bran new
THEIR
ABOUT
AND
FACTS
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
never has been used; one of th
LIVES.
20!) West Railroad avenue, is prebest makes. Call at The Citizen of
thorough
scalp
treat
give
to
pared
flc" for particulars.
According to a man who is in PhoeCIVIL ENGINEER.
corns,
dressing,
treat
hair
ment,
do
FOR SALE Pianj and all furniture
nix for his health and who for several bunions
and ingrowing nails. She
of an eight-rooyears was connected with the detect- gives
J. R. Farwell,
house. Must be
massage
manicurtreatment
Room 2S. N. T Armljo Building.
sold by next Tuesday. Apply at 41S
ive force of the San Francisco police, ing. Mrs. Bambini's cwn and
preparation
Wi m Silver avenue.
A. C. McGiniy, who figured prominACCOUNTANT.
cream builds up the
ently In the socialist riot in San of complexion
FOIt
SLB Two sets of rhelvlng.
complexion,
Improves
the
Books audEXPERT ACCOUNTING
Francisco Sunday night, at one time skin isandguaranteed not
n tuiy feet, long; two sixteen-foo- t
be injuri
to
improved
and
prepared,
ited,
statements
ns
At
tow
her
worked in Phoenix and
coanr-rs- ;
counter,
one thirty-foo- t
She also prepares a hair tonic
sys ems installed. Twenty years'
('ail a F. F. Trotter's.
in the territory, at the time being em- ous.
and
guaranprevents
dandruff
cures
and
that
Satisfaction
experience.
a
brick
trade,
ployed at his
that of
a good busl-ne- teed. George H. Browne, 110 South FOR SALE OR TRADE
layer. At least the man Is in the rec- hair falling out; r stores life to dead
T. L. McsuM.
fur city property.
moles,
hair;
removes
warts
N.
and
Albuquerque.
street,
Second
as
iolice
ords of the San Francisc
Si'itiiiicn. 300 South Broadway.
a face powder, a
Also
perfluous
hair.
DERBUIL
having come there from Arizona and
AND
CONTRACTOR
FOil SALE I have decided to move
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
there are several laborers a!mt the cure.
to Co.vote canyon to reside perma-nmilare
preparations
All
these
of
L.
A.
Morgan.
city to whom the name is a familiar purely vegetable 'compounds. Have
and commence on my water
The INDEPENDENT CONTRACone.
are
for TOR AND BUILDER. Estimate
piop.ihition to develop water for the
McGinty is an enthusiastic socialist Just added a vibrator machine
of scalp, face, and cure of cheerfully furnished; Job work solicof Albuquerque, and wish
hut opjKises organized labor. He never treatment
io sill my liottling business. From
wrinkles. It is also used for rheuma ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
loses occasion, according to the man tism,
n
y iuM six years' experience
pains and massage.
and
tl North Second street, Albuquerwho has often heard him speak in San
s u
I am circling
i f,H l sure
que, N. M.
Francisco, to ruu down unions and
on. of the liest businesses In
i
STATIONS RE
BEAUTY CULTURE.
unionism, but declares that because EXPERIMENTALGOVERNMENT
I'll !iie.
There Is no limit to the
AID
CEIVE
he is a wage slave he is forced to beHi. .mi of business
that can be
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Advices received by the officials ol
long to the union. (Jf the. man Hoi-in'loin-us agencies can be establish-e.- l
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
little of his past is known but he the Arizona exp rim- mal station state
ill
he larger towns of this ter-Late of New York city. The latet
was but a few months ago elevated tnat a bill has Just passed congress
'on, Arizona, Texas and Old
and up to date
tiy the San Francisco organization to and received the approval of the presl scientific appliance
Mi
and the water can be ship-imethods fo- - treating the hair, face
a high position in their organization. dent, which will increase ultimately
d niar--I- I
steaming aad
n car load lots at a p
. letectlve
Rvan. who had the en the annual allowance of the experi- and scalp. Complexion
of profit. Any one who would
manicuring and shampoo
counter with Holmes and which fight ment station and agricultural college bleaching;
water
oi"
buy, call on Hie at t lie works
automatic
Ing. Electrolytic
precipitated the riot, wa in Phoenix funds from $io,tioo to $55,0n0.
avenue.
' v
Thos. J. Topham,
Gold
ice, etc.
13 West
act massage,
about four days ago having come her The bill is kn wn as the Adams
Aibini'ierquc, N. M.
tor thA ournose ol taking back to Sau aud becomes effective at ouev. U Auto phone 279.
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Capital and Surplus $100,000

wtttiont In anT w .nlnerrlna yoor pnwnt ennnaa.
tioiis. Our rvlr I. romltlcnllal and U plana.il to aid
In hit pre..nt poiltlon provea
th. m.n who..nil.(icf"n
Why not art In touch
a
odm.
tii.abilltr to
with anin. of In. .lr.M.nt opportnnitl.a now openf
W have all aortt or limn arid, poaltlon. Kx.cutlv.,
CVrtrnl, Technic id anil Pfttcman pavloa from ll.wn
to.uiwa year. Aakuafurtiooklatat OIBccalDlScHiaa,
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MALE HELP WANTED.
MEN WANTED (Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situa- On

frfrl-f-

4 4

Montezuma Trust Co.

Par Word Insertion

expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S., are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
have
Atlas block, Chicago.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
any
nula,
Good
number
WANTED
Jt will
Steamship
tickets to and from all
for rock work; southern Arizona;
parte
of the world.
guaranwages, 30c an hour; work
learn
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
teed for three years. Inquire Abra31a West Railroad Ate.
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
PRIVATE OFFICES.
street.
First
Open Evenings.
with

m

tm

and you ran rrly upon It. as we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have pIbo eented hundreds of houses
hv o.jr wait ads. a well as sold nearly everything we have adver- t3cd throng them.
v,,pstrrn Unton or Postal Tele-Y C Lf E
If ly F ,be
graph offices for an A. D. T. messenger
lioy, am!
'"d yor ad with the cah to The Citizen office, or telephone dlMct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your with.

k.

Fee- -

B. Otero.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure it for yog by a small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent
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BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BUILDING
Always
PAPER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears stock.
Plaster,
Lime. Cemest.
longest, moat economical, full
Pslnt, Glass, Sash Doors, ate.

BHERM

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY

6c

Co.'

Colo., Red 234; Auto,

CO., INC.

M.

,

ALBUQUERQUE
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DYNAMITE BLOWS
MINER TO BITS

I

MM VERSE T Y

The Explosive Kills One and
Terribly Injures Another

at Dawson Camp.

MEIB IHI ITS

PARTICULARS OF AWFUL ACCIDENT
One miner blown Into a thousand
fragments and another torn so badly
that he will die. is the result of as
explosion Saturday night at Dawson
of several dynamite sticks they had
In a nouse with them drying out.
Peter Olson is dead and Domenio
Paalucclo, the dead man's companion,
at the Santa Fe depot
in Trinidad last evening in such a
terrible condition that but little
liopeg are held out for his recovery,
says the Trinidad Chronicle.
The two men were eating supper
when the explosion took place. The
dynamite had been placed behind the
stove for acme reason, and Just how
It exploded cannot be learned.
Suddenly there was a roar, and Olson, who was sitting nearest the
stove, was thrown through the wall
of the house and his body torn so
ladly that no semblance of a human
form remained.
Paalucclo was blown through the
doorway of the hut and when picked
up 1b companions believed him dead.
There was a hole torn in his left side,
he was cut over his eyes and his
right arm was also badly torn, besides receiving many other injuries.
The hut resembled a wood pile after the explosion. Not one timber
was left standing In proper condition
and a hole over ten feet deep war
torn in the ground by the dynamite,
where the house had stood.
Both men were employed at the
tnlne at Dawson and have been working there for some time past. Olson
was burled there Sunday.
His body was picked up several
rods from the place he was sitting,
when the accident happened, a basket being used for the remains.
The 'Italian was blown about thirty
feet from the hut. It Is not Just clear
how the dynamite happened to explode. A companion with Paalucclo
at the Santa Fe depot last night,
stated that the pewder became overheated, but the general belief is
that a stick of it fell oft the chair
onto the floor, causing the explosion.
Paalucclo could not talk last evening
and he appeared to lie 1n terrible
agony.
Me was kept at Dawson Saturday
night and Sunday the miners drove
with him to a station en the Santa Fe
line nearest that mining camp, act
reaching this city with him until last
evening.
Olson whs about 30 years of age,
and Paalucclo was about 3Ti. This is
the first accident of the kind that has
ever happened in the little New Mexico camp.

Call at our down town office, 119 South Second Street, in the First
National Bank Building, or at the Branch Office on the "Heights,"
opposite the University, and ask for one of our

an-lve-

.

SHE PROPHEMED THE
CZAR'S VIOLENT

DEATH

EMustrstt

M(BW

Giving Ftill Description of Property and Key to Prices
Full size

lots; perfectly level; water from the city reservoir;
light from the Electric Light company; $25 to $150 per lot; Terms,
$5 per month. No Interest on Deferred Payments
50-fo- ot

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IM PR OVEM'T

H. B. FERGUSSON, President
U--

M. W. FLOURNOY,

V.-Pr-

and Treas.

es.
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Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support cf his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the aot of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats.. 470), and that said proof win
bo made before the United States
Count Commissioner at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on May 10, 1906, vl:
Adelalda S. de Otero, for the lot 1,
sections 12 and 13, township 7 north,
range 2 east, and sections 7 and It,
township 7 north, range 3 east, and
lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
north, range 2 east, and lot 2, sections 7 and 18, township 7 north,
range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1600.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Placido Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
of Peralta, N. M.; Hlginio Chavei, of
Peralta. N. M .: Jesua Oarola. of Al
buquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to
e
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evldenco In rohirttut
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.

-

six-foot- er
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et
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March. 29, 1906.

Already the bill boards throughout
the city are beginning to take on
gaudily colored posters showing a big
with a wide white Stetson
cocked ut an angle of 45 degrees over
his right eye, a trusty
in his steady right hand, and his steel-blu- e
eyes gazing out into space. This
is "Scotty, King of the Desert Mine,"
on the firing line. We know that it is
this, because the poster says so. Presently big sixteen-sheand twelve-she6tands will be adorned with
"paper" showing the flight of the
"Death Valley Special," "Scotty" and
his mule, "Slim," In a race for life
across the desert; the ambuscade and
fight at the "Death Valley" mine, and
other scenes of startling character. In
all of which "Scotty" will figure as the
"star" and hero. Eli A. Smith, the
famous Alaskan mail carrier, the original "Diamond Jack" from Dawson, a
trained pack of Mallamute dogs, and
several savage timber wolves, will be
there also, but there will be nothing
to obscure the calcium spot-ligthat
will always play on "Scotty." At Elks'
Theater, April 17.

who entered the University ofjculiar cat freaks man ever beheld
Michigan at Ann Arbor in the fall, is was before him. One of the kittens
winning a great name for himself in had an abnormally large head and an
e
athletics and the. metropolitan papers extra small body. The freak
full of accounts of his prowess. sem bled a
Chinese baby
recently and Hop 1h was all upset. So ama-raThe Chicago Record-Heral- d
a full length picture of him in a ed was he that he called In the other
track suit, under which was the fol- - ' Chinamen of the place and the jabber
lowing: "Joseph Bowman, sprinter at language that flowed from Hops joint
the University of Michigan, who will was enough to wreck a mud fence,
have all the west to beat this year. Rp is old and has been sick for
He has been training out doors with some time and several times he has
Archie Hahn, former Wolverine, who intimated that "pooty soon me lie
goes to Athens to run in the Olympic dead." The freak kitten has about
'
games."
sealed his doom, as the thing, to his
Chinese eye, is a sure enough devil.
FRYING PAN AN
And the kitten's mysterious appear- EFFECTIVE WEAPON. ince tallied with Its disappearance
William Belond, a consumptive, of s tne other nleht Hon was awakened
Phoenix, was saved from a possible by a delirious dream, and on Looking
death by his wife, who fought ff his4 for the spook kitten found that it
assailant and rendered him helpless! had disappeared and his search had
with a frying pan. Belond was at- - failed to And one hair of it.
O
tacked by James Allison, who haa
At the presentation at Elks' Theater
been drinking. Allison was unarmed. BABY'S NARROW ESCAPE
of "Scotty," April 17, the present
but owing to Belond's illness, he was
FROM HORRIBLE DEATH, theatrical season in Albuquerque will
Charley Hernandez, the one year come to a close, the house remaining
easily worsted, and Allison had him
down beating and choking him when and a half old son of Mr. and Mrs. dark until May 3, when the University
Mrs. Belond appeared with a frying Charles Hernandez of this city, had a of New Mexico students will present
pan. Sue beat this out of shape over narrow escape from death yesterday their annual play, "She Stoops to
."
Allis.in'8 head and then secured a afternoon at alout 4 o'clock, says the
No more traveling companies,
heavier one, with which she punded las Vegas Optic. The little child had or outside theatrical attractions, howAllison until he ws unable to con- - been in the Lujan jewelry store, on ever, will be seen until next season.
Bridge street; with its mother, and un- tinue the fight.
May 15, under the direction of a
known to her went out the open door
ROSWELL AND
manager,
and started to cross the road. Just thorough theat(Ical
the
THE SALOON QUESTION.' us the babe stepped on the street car Traction Park Casino will open with a
esThe Roswell city council has
track, the Tom Ross left the corner stock company in a repertoire of modtablished a saloon district, to com-- : of the Plaza bank for the return trip, ern plays, which will hold the boards
prise Main street, from Walnu.'" to and the motorman did not notice the for a week, perhaps two, after which
Fifth, five blocks. The number of little tot on the rails until he was they will give way to some other comsaloon is limited to one for each 2,000 almost upon the" child. He shut off pany, and this policy of making the
inhabitants, which will have the ef- - the current and put on the brakes Casino a combination house, playing
feet of allowing only those now in but it was down hill and the car was a variety of attractions, will be adbusiness, seven in number, until the rushing towards the little one, when hered to all summer.
town shall reach a population of 16,-- ! the mother saw rt from the door of
O
The first military hall to be given
000.
This ordinance also provides 'the store and ran and grabbed It
In
Albuquerquo
will
take place April
that if the high license ordinance almost from under the wheels. The
($2,000 a year) shall at any time be boy is the only child of the young 20, under the auspices of Company O,
of the
National
Guards.
The
repealed, it shall operate as a repeal couple.
boys have placed tickets for the ball
also of the saloon district ordinance.
On sale at Rupje's dru
store and
The parking ordinance has been PIONEER WOMAN DIED
amended also, reducing the width of
AT RIPE OLU AGE elsewhere, and Judging from present
the park space on each side of the
Life's machinery having worn out Indications, the first military ball to
400 foot avenues from 17 feet to 12 Mrs. Lillian J. Huntley
of Trinidad be given In Albuquerque will be a
feet.
passed to the great beyond Sunday decided success. AH members of the
morning shortly after 10 o'clock at the company, all officers of the First Regiment, infantry, and others belonging
AN
advanced age of 76 years.
GETS INTO TROUBLE.
Mrs. Huntley was one of the oldest in any way to the militia, will attend
J. Edward Priest, of Flagstaff, Arli., pioneers in Trinidad, she having re In full uniform, and the scene promran afoul of the law again Tuesday. sided there ror over thirty years. Her ises to present a picture that will
b pleastnz.
home time ago he was arrested and husband was Dr. E. D. Huntley who!
served a jail sentence for an assault died seven vears aeo. Dnrin. hia life'
Commercial Teacher Meet.
m un oia man namea L'naries noyie. time the family were very prominent
Since his release he has been making; In social and business affairs of south-lif- e
Baltimore, Md.. April 13 Hundreds
miserable for Boyle, who com-- j ern Colorado.
of teachers of eastern comtnercral colplained t the district attorney and
Deceased was a native or Now York leges have taken possession of the
secured a warrant for Priest's arrest, state. She leaves three children, Mrs Hotel Uennert, th,e headquarters oi uie
Judge Harrington, after delivering e. Brigham and Miss Lillian J. Hunt-Prie- Eastern Commercial Teachers' assoa course of instructions as to
of Trinidad, and Mrs. Richard ciation, which will open its annual
his future behavior, bunded him sixty
iootten, Jr., cf Albuquerque, the
convention here thi afternoon, The
s
In suspense
and handed the tPr arriving there Monday to attend convention, which has brought a great
many distinguished educators to this
sheriff a commitment to be put into; the funeral.
city, will hold its opening meeting Ii
effect whenever Priest got off the
Th,o funeral took place yesterday
and narrow path. Williams ternoou at 2 o'clock from the late the rooms of th- - IlaHimore Business
News.
home of deceased, 136 Tillotson street. cllege in the Central Young Men's
Trinidad, and interment Inn the Ma- - Christian association building. Mr. F.
ELKS OF SANTA FE
sonic cemetery. Mrs. Huntley was an H. Norman, president of the BaltiHOLD INTERESTING MEETING. h noted members of the Barly Set-- ! more Business collepe will deliver the
At a special meeting of Santa Fe.tUrs. who attended the funeral In a: address of welcome. M. Bates Stephens, state superintendent, of public
lodge Na. 400, II. P. O. h.. held last ,(liy. Th pall hearers were John
the newly elected officers Kwan. E. J. Hubbard, W. M. Jamie- - education, will deliver a lecture on
were installed by Ieputy W. H. New- - son. George St racy, W. G. Piested and "Ittlation of Teacher to Student." At
comb, of Silver City, says the New lr. Robinson.
the evening session
dresses will be
Mexican.
The annual report was
delivered by Seer, iry of the Navy
342.
great
showing
durORDINANCE
NO.
prosperity
rad,
Chart s J. Honaj ar e, Secretary tf the
ing the pa.st year. Tbere are at presTreasury Leslie M. Shaw and Dr.
amending
An
110
ordinance
section
in
the treasury and
Daniel C. Gilman.
president of
ent over ll.tiuo
of th compiled ordinances of th Johns Hopkins uiii w i sr'y.
there are no oiits'andlng debts.
Mexico,
New
Albuquerque.
of
city
soregular
the
business meeting a
The annual banq.iet will be held at
cial session was he'd. A fine supiT lie it Ordainel by the City Council of the Hotel Ilennen Friday evening.
the City of Albuquerque. New Mex- Among those who will respond to
was served and music was rendered
ico:
by Morrison's I'lks' orchestra.
Tiie
loast will beG .venior Warfleld, May1 10 of the,
Section 1. That
meeting was largely attended. Gov
or Timanus, Senator Itayner, Senator
city
of
compiled
the
said
ordinances
ernor Herbert J. Hagerman and other
John V. Daniel of V.rinla; Douglas
visiting Elks being anion, those nres - 'e amended by adding me iouowing M. Wiley, pretdden' of the Chamber
be
an
There
shall
section:
to
said
T'hfi
r,fliit
ttu
tnt.
officers nf
,Mr
of Commerce and
others.
before the clme of the meeting, ,,re--j xtra fireman, to be appointed in the
nrcmtn,
to
manner
same
as
otner
Life
Rheumatism Makes
Miserable.
sented the retiring exalted ruler, O.
serve wi'h ut pay, whoso duty it shall
C. Watson, witli a handsomely
A happy home is ;
most valuable
alarm
electric
tire
be,
to
the
l.eei
sterling silver card holder, as
possession
I'hin the reach
is
The.
said of mankind, that
a tok-of their appreciation of the boxes In proper order.
but o cannot enjoy its
tights
the
und
ail
ball
fireman
have
excellent work he has done for the orcomforts If you a"' suffering from
privibges of paid firemen.
iter during nis term of orhce.
rheumatism.
Von i ' ow aside lnisi- All ordinances and i.tirts riess cares
Sep.
nter your home
ye
when
A "SPOOK" KITTEN
herewith, and you can be r :. veil from those
of ordinances in coiillii t
AFTER HOP LEE. are hereby re pi ab d.
rheumatic pains
" '
applying
Hop I.ee. a eom!iiiia.tin washee and
Kalv passe 1 th! '.n d.iy of April, Chamberlain's 1''
Ui!m.
on,.. ap.
ambler Chinaman of Atamogordo, is I'.'ot:. Api rove.l
plication will g've ' 'i relief and its
up atains- - a real live spook. The
KKANK M' XKK.
continued use for
time will
M
upon
morning
n 'tit dire. For
crawling
iyor
of
bring about a p''"
cut
Attest:
other
City fb:k
sale, by ail drui'4u''
hia buck he discovered his house catlllAKKY F.
spook-lookln-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Smalt Holding Claim No. 1G00.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
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with six kittens snugly asleep In an
AS AN ATHLETE. empty cracker box.
Upon
more
Joseph Bowman of Las Vegas, who closely scrutinizing the new additions
graduated last year from the New to his Joint, he was
by
Mexico Normal university, in that city, the discovery that one of the most
d
LAS VEGAS

PICTURES OF VESUVIUS
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VIEW FROM

OF THE LARGE UPPER CRATER. JUST
FORE A VIOLENT EXPLOSION.

A DISTANCE,
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MERCHANT

Agafya Pastukhin, the Russian gipsy
here pictured, was sentenced
to twenty years' imprisonment for
prophesying that the czar would come
to a violent end.

QUEEN COMING TO
THE UNITED STATES

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR

111---

1 . s

'

x

formerly of
Santa Fe. now .f i.as Vegas, who has
been seriously ill for two months anil
lias been an invalid for some years,
from a nervous aff. ciion. is reoor'ed
to be sinking rapidly and the hoi"
for her recovery are but .slivlit.
Mis.

M. C.

De Baca,

go a long way towards a new har- tiess. Albuquerque Carriage Co.

i

-

'

O. BAMBINI.

r

hlds.
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to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trlaL
BIDS WANTED.
Bids will be received at the office
of the clerk of the board of county
commissioners of Bernalillo county, us
to 10 o'clock In the forenoon of Saturday, April 14, 1906, at the court
house of said county, In Albuquerque,
for the doing of the following work:
First, for repairs and additions to
the county bridge over the Rio Grande
at llarelaa.
Second, for reconstruction of a por
tion of tho county bridge at CorraJles.
Third, for work ujion, and in the vicinity of, the Alameda dyke.
Fourth, for dyke construction at
Atrlsco and other work for the pro
tection of property from floods in that
vicinity.
Itids can be submitted for either or
:ill of said four different pieces
of
work, and the board reserves the
right t reject or arcept any or an

t

lat-day-

(jueen Margherira is preparing to
visit the I'nited States this summer.
The date f her arrival has not yet
been fixed. Margherlta was the wire
jf King Humbert, who was killed by
anarchists, and is mother of King
Victor.

My merchant tailoring rnep la upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public All work guaranteed first
class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
perlence in the business. Suits made

Vesuvius Is always In greater or lesser eruption. Sight-seer- s
are always accompanied up the mountain side by guides who know the way and
the. dangers. All along the paths are shelter dugnuts, like the one shown
In the above picture.
When an explosion occurs, the guides hustle their
parties Into one of these refuges, where they wait until rocks and scalding water have had time to descend. There Is always time for this, because the volcanic matter Is thrown so high it takes many seconds to return to earth.
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CLARKSON MAY
QUIT THE SERVICE.
(insw :.or H. Clarkson may resign
sis special agent
hi.- - present pordtiou
of the guwrnmctit in I he Investigation
of alleged land frauds,
and
Ho has
says tiie R. .swell Record.
been offered a tempting position as
jr of I'tiiJe' States land offices
and of urw'.or generals' office, at
GROSVENOR

iii--

f approximately, $3,iimii per
There lire about fifty each of
the (Vices t hit t'i prospective position would re inire Mm and two other
in the ra te,) Slates to inuspe
Mr. Clarkson has
spect perio l:c;il'y.
not et made i'P bis mind as to what
action .'e w:i; take in the matter.

a

ear.

r-

i

upon

TnU electric railroad up the side f Mt. Vesuvius, built for siht-seeins. has been totally destroyed during the past few days.
It !s
a
Ihird rail line, an i smail electric locomotives pu.!i the luxuri jii.iiy
...--s.
nger car.: up the height.
The liii hliiig in the distance is the meierological observatory, which
h.is aiso Iten destroyed within a week.
j.iii

Said work is to be done according
specifications which can tie seen
application to the clerk of the
board at the court houte.
By order of the board of county
commissioners.
(Seal)
A. E. WALKER,
Probate Clerk and
Clerk of
the Hoard of County Commissioners
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico.
March 24, 1906.
t

ONLY A JOKE BUT
IT CAUSED

UNEASINESS.
There has been a rumor on the west
side for a couple of days that Governor Hagerman had sent a telegram
to Justice of the Peace Otero forbidding him to swear in Clerk-eleFlorentlno Montoya and Marshal-elec- t
Castellano and the entire town was
agog for a while, says the I.as Vegas
Optic.
Judge Otero swore the newly
elected officers In and many were
waiting breailessly for tho lightning
to strike when it became known that
the entire affair was a joke, sprung by
some one, and that probably the governor didn't know that there was u
town election.
ct

Is the Moon Inhabited?
Science has proven that the moos
has an atmosphere, which makes life
in some form possible on that satellite
but not for human beings, who have
a bard enough time on this earth of
ours; especially those who don't know
that Klectric Hitters cure headache,
biliousness, malaria, chilla and fever,
jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
liver, kiduey complaints, general de-- I
bility anj femalo weaknesses. Un-- I
equalled as a general tonic and ap-- ;
pi'tizer for weak persons and espe-!Ciafor the aged. It induces sound
sleep. Fully guaranteed by all drug-- j
si ts. Price only f.uc.
!y

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
tha news.
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female witness was
In court at IVrby, Conn..
ferred 1o by counsel on th other side a "this woman,"
whereat she became indignant, and the regular proceedColonel Max Frost, in yesterday's issue of the N''v ings wire interrupted until the judge oflielally declared
Mexican, has an extended answer to li Morning Jour- that the term "woman" U just as honorable as "lady."
It Is very peculiar that while real ladles are proud to
nal, of this city, liy which luij). r the colonel was churned
are very insistent upon
with Infringing; upon the cop right of Prof. !". A. Jones, he called women, the mere women
bing called Indict. Perhaps If In common custom the
Sunsh.no"
of
In that the new edition of "To the Land
meaning of the two words could be reversed, everybody
quoted from "Mines mid Minerals" without giving due would be satisfied. Then every famale would be a lady,
but not every lady would be entitled to the higher name
credit to Dr. Junes, the au'hor of that. boo!;.
Citl-cof woman. By no means are all men gentlemen. Snv.nge
The article is too long for reproduction by The
to say, those who are not are the most eager to be called
only sample it:
re-

.,

Colocicl Frost E'Vcplica

n,

which can
la.-t to
"The Bureau of Immigration would be the
professor
owe
territory,
the
and
deny the debt that I!.
Jones for compiling "Mines and Minerals," and thus
giving .the public, and especially newspapers and mining
men, a much needed volume ir reference on so Important
a topics All honor and praises to Professor Jones therefor."
or
"A comparison will show that the second edition
reprint
a
revised
virtually
is
Sunshine.'
of
To the
of the first edition, with data brought up to date, as
nearly as practicable, and information being added about
dry farming, new Industries, new towns, new counties
and mining. In ths second edition, wherever tho compilers quoted verbatim they pave credit, including Professor Jones and his volume: 'Mines and Minerals,' as
Been on pages 95 and 105 of the volume. Wherever they
used facts and data that are public property, or gave
history that Is part of common knowledge, or where they
the findings of others, they, of course,
revised or
mentioned no author, although quoting at times, authorite

ties."

"W. B. Walton, Jo E. Sheridan and Professor Jones

suggested many Ideas and furnished data that have been
embodied In some form or other In tho second edition
of "To the Land of Sunshine,' and have been woven into
the tales that tell of New Mexico's progress and prosperity. How sincere the Albuquerque Fakir Journal Is
in Its comment and how conscientious it is about giving
credit is evinced by the fact that it publishes dally columns of matter taken from the Daily New Mexican, some
of it verbatim, and under the misleading and false line:
"Special to the Albuquerque Journal," without giving the
New Mexican or nny other paper credit. The Albuquerque Fakir Journal made a libelous charge and told a deliberate falsehood In this matter In its accusation against
the authors of the volume. This will be nttended to in
due course of time, nover fear. The outfit that controls
that pnper will find as tlmo advances that there Is law In
New Mexico that will reach ric men, even if they run
newspapers In which they slander and criminally libel
.There Is one fortunate
citizens of the territory..
feature to this afair; no matter what that paper says,
no matter how It howls, no matter how it whines, the
people take its desperate falsehoods and untrue utterances at their worth."

......

West
Greed Boom. For
of Kansas recently spoke
Representative

in
Murdock
congress In favor of removing the internal revenue tax
from denaturized alcohol. The following is au extract:
By known nieihoiL, the same volume of alcohol burns
nearly twice as long as kerosene and gives a far better
light: it is a Cleaner and safer fuel than gasoline. By
methods that are to come, I believe alcohol will advance
far beyond its present superiority. I believe this because
this country, the chief producer of corn, which is the
Ae8t source of alcohol, has for nearly fifty years held
industrial alcohol In leash. Those fifty years all other
chemical products and fuels and illuminants have been
free. Burnable alcohol for industrial uso has been held
Jack. Release it; let American genius have hold of It,
and it will open the door to a chamber of marvels.
The moist important effect of removing the tax on
denaturized alcohol would be Its regulation of the pres
ent erratic price of kerosene and gasoline. Gasoline sells
in many of the eastern cities at 9 cents per gallon and
in some of the western cities at 30 cents per gallon.
Kerosene has a similar range. Tho price of both Is ar
bitrarily fixed. Actual tests have determined that, alcohol
at 30 cents per gallon Is cheaper for light than kerosene
at 15 cents per gallon. Twenty cent alcohol would ilrive
For
10 cent kerosene down hi price and out of market.
internal combustion engines, liu cent alcohol would bring
30 cent gasoline down to 20 cents aud would in time Mip- plant it perhaps, because gasoline, of which petroleum
yields but 2 per cent, Is increasing in price because of its
Increased use fit engines.
The Internal combustion engine is making a
march through the land. Light in weight, small
in size, easy to start, requiring a minimum of attendance
while In operation, it la everywhere bringing new econ
omies. It is turning the weekly newspaper press; the
town feed mills, the lathe of the village blacksmith; the
belt of the local elevator, and in some sections it bales
the farmer's hay, shells his corn, shreds the fodder
pumps the water, separates the cream, saws the wood
With the tax removed from denaturized alcohol, the use
of the internal combustion engine will increase by leaps
and bounds. Experts estimate that the output will reach
100,000 alcohol engines a year.

such, or at least "gents," while real gintlemcn greatly
prefer to he spoken of as men. "When employed w!Mi th
Intention or respect, "woman" is more honorable than
"lady," just as Lincoln's "lie looks like a man." applied
to Whitman, was much mure a compliment than "He look8
like a gentleman" would have bee n.
Take the quotations "Due that was a wom.iii.- - ," end
"A perfect woman, nobly planned;" change the word woman in each to lady and set., the lofty meaning crumble to
commonplace. What person of any delicacy of feeling
could think of the mother merely as a lady? The deep,
sweet love that sets the heart thrilling Is inspired only
by theiioblrt,
qualities of woman. What young
man loves his sweetheart merely because she Is a lady?
but
or a swell "society-lady,- "
She may be a "salos-Iadyman's heart love responds to the woman in her.
Yet it Is possiblo for the sweet old word" woman" to
lawyer
be used contemptuously, as this Connectilcut
When an odious male person,
probably employed It.
filled with a sense of his own grandeur, begins a remark
to a person of the opposite sex, "Now, my good woman,"
she is Justified in taking offense. It is not tho word
"good" or "woman" that Is offensive, but the flavor of con"
descenslon. It takes a real man to appreciate a real woman and to use the word in a way to make it express the
honor that attaches to It.
soul-root-

,"
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Popular Clhoice
of Senators Secured
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The movement for the selection of United States
tors by popular vote Is going forward quietly, but with
Immense momentum. A constitutional amendment may
never be secured. But that does not matter. The clause
In practice may easily he nullified, Just as we long ago
nullified the provision for the election of president by
presidential electors. The electors remain as mere dummies; the actual nominations aud selections are made by
the people. In the same way tha state legislatures may
le turned Into dummies in the selection of United States
senators who have first been chosen by popular vote.
Each state is free to adopt popular selection of
at any time it sees fit. In the New Jersey legislature
two bills have been introduced, intended to enable the
voters to indicate to the legislature their choice for United
States senator. In Alabama a primary election will take
place next August, at which tho popular vote will de
termine whether Senators Morgan and I'ettus are to keep
their seats. A contest for senatorial nomination at the
primaries is now going on in Tennessee. Senator Martin
by the Virginia legislature as result
has been
of the primary vote taken last fall. In a number of other
southern states the people name their candidates for the
senate and tho state legislatures are bound to conform to
tho popular decisions. Thus every state in the union
may, if it desires, have popular selection of its senators,
without awaiting any action whatever at Washington.
of the states concur they can call a con- If
stitulonal convention, whether congress like It or not, but
to amend tho constitution would require ratification by
three-fourtof the sfates. A resolution is now before
the Iowa legislature directing the governor to call such a
convention. But what Is the use? Unless the necessary
three-fourtof the states should favor the nmendment
It would fail.
of tho states or more do
If three-fourtfavor popular selection of senators, it is easy for each to
simply adopt it
Hume have done.
It is alons this lino
of least resistance that the movement Is growing quietly,
hut rapidly.

The base ball fan's dav of rejoicing is at hand. The
opening of the National League season this week, fol
lowed by the American League, a week later, brings into
active being tho favorites of other years, as well as thu
youthful candidates for diamond distinction who have
struggled up from tha ranks of the minors. Never n
the history of the game has base ball enjoyed brighter
prospects of a prosperous year than now. Harmons In
the ranks of the majors and minors, with the possible
exception of the American Association; strong, well balanced teams In the big leagues, a promising crop of
youngsters ready lo supplant the players who have, outlived their usefulness in th. game, and a keener interest
by the fans than ever before, augurs well for a most auspicious year.
The morning paper should borrow some elementary
work on zoology, for it certainly needs a primer In that
line of knowledge, and needs it badly. It said this morning that the armadillo "is a sort of degenerate crustac
ean." Now, a cru.staccun li an Invertebrate, and not even
one of the higher orders In that great subdivision or animal life. 'Mil- armadillo, on the contrary, is not only a
vertebrate, but It is a mammal In good standing, even if
it hasn't any teeth. It belongs to the very highest department of animal life the mammalia to which man
himself belongs. To speak of It as a degenerate crustacean is about as ridiculous as to ."peak of a bull Pl
as a sort of degenerate flea.
-

Hon. C. M. Shannon recently
Clifton, Ariz., Era:
stated to the editor of the Tucson Citizen that .Marcus A.
Smith would be the unanimous choice of both parij-for congrehs this year. The Era cannot agree with Mr.
Shannon on this proposition. Mr. Smith worked hard,
and with the help of others, defeated jointure, and should
and does, receive full credit for it by both democrats and
republicans, but to say that he will be endorsed by the
republican party Is mere twaddle. The republicans will
have a candidate in the field, aud the democrats will
realize that there is something doing before the c.i:n;ia:L-is over.
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New York Tribune.
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Services v.'.il be held at the Congre;.'atlonal church 'his ovinia in
servance cf 11" d Friday, Hi
being "The Crucifixion."
O- There will he evening prayt r and
Prayer
Ilol, (the
lecture, on the
Holy Communion), at .7:30 o'clock
this' evening, at .St. John's Episcopal j
church.
0
services at Temple Albert;
"Pass-- ;
l." o'clock.
7:
evening
a'
this
over, the Festival of Fn eilom." w 111
le the suh.'eC of liabbl Kaelnn's mt-men. Kvervhodv is welcome.
t1

v

Perhaps you do not know why monarchs of lCuiope
so seldom hitch the name John to their boy infants.
John is a "hoodoo" in Kurope. liven the occupants of
palaces are not above superstltutlon, and some of them
have it in a large degree.
And the reason of t ho "hoodoo" looms up in history as

large as a brick meeting house. King John of Knglaud
was tho best hated monarch England ever knew. John II
of France was for years a captive, while John of Bohemia
was slain in battle and John I of Arragon was perpetually
at war with his subjects. John II had to fight with his
son for the crown. John 1 of Constantinople was poisoned
and John IV had bis fcyes put out. The, lives of John V
and VI were full of turmoil.
Of the popes, John I, X and XI died in prison, John
XIII was poisoned; John XII was assassinated; John XXI
was crushed to death in an accident and John XXIII spent
three years in prison.
In other countries the story is as black, running from
John I of Sweden, who was a failure, to John of Suabia,
who was a parricide, and who died at the hands of an
assassin.
In America John seems to be O. K. It sounds good
and honest. But in Ftirope the "hoodoo" still holds.
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Nothing more

i
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O
No. 2. A. O. U. W..
will give an open meeting on Tnes-- .
day evening, April 17, at their hall.
All members of the rder and the Degree of Honor are urged to be pres-- j

devised

Sailor or Russian Blouse Style with
Bloomer Pants. j
v?:

cut

auxiliary
at the
rectory this afternoon at 3:15 o'clock
at which time a large number of
members were pr sent, and much
business of Importance to tho society
was transacted.
O
Clyde Hopping entertained a large
number of friends last evening at the
Hopping ranch south of the city. In
honor of his uncle, Fred Hopping, and
Miss Sampson, who are to be united
in marriage the 14th of this month.
guests were presAbout twenty-fivent and the evening was delightfully
Rpent In different forms of entertainment. A feature of the occasion was
the trtlstic place cards used at the
banquet loari.
W,

The

man's missionary

of the Kpiseopal church

met
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Clothing and
Furnishings

MAMBELX

U M. Morris and A. J. Foley, two
New Yorkers, who have been hobnobbing In southern California for
some months past, came in from the
Grand Canyon last night, and both
were introduced at The Citizen office
this morning by Col. W. II. Greer.
Tho gentlemen will leave for the east
tonight, and Col. Greer will go along
with them. The latter will attend a
Commeeting of tho Southwestern
mercial clubs, which will bo held at
St. Ixiuls, on Tuesday, April 17, and
the colonel will ably represent Albuquerque while there.
acting manager
Ef. R. Fergusson,
for the Mutual Life Insurance company, in the southwest, with offices
at El I'nso, was in tho city between
trains, this morning, en route north.
Darby A. Day. whom Mr. Fergusson
succeeded, left El Paso, last night,
accompanied by his wife and daughter,
for Providence, R. I., where he is to
bo stationed temporaraily, in connec
tion with the home office of the company. Mrs. Pay's sister, Miss Nellie
Kennedy, is still In El Paso. Mr. Fergusson said that he would be in Al
buquerque some time during the
month of May, to spend several days.
Mr. Fergusson will be remembered
as a former cashier of the Mutual Life
office, when it was- - located In this
city.
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FINE
Judg
Speer, In the United States court to
day, sentenced Greene and Gaynor
each to four years in the peniten
tiary and to pay a fine each of ."i7r.
74S.!to, the amount which each
of
them is charged with having iraudu 0
lently obtained from the United
States government.
The imprisonment of Greene and
Gaynor is to be in the federal prison
at Atlanta, da. Tho defense will file
a bill of exceptions and they have
asked the court for an order ext'-nlng over thirty days' tlmo to permit 0
counsel to prepare this bill, which
will be voluminous.
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Our window display wili
give you an inkling of the
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April 13. Today being 0
the anniversary of the signing of the
Edict of Mantes, the American Huguenot society will hold its annual 0
banquet at Delmonlco's in commemoration of that event. The society
here lias about throe- hundred mem- 0
bers, and besides there will be a. number of numbers of branch societies
from other parts of the country at
the banquet.
New York.
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Iron and Rrass
hafllan.
Pulleys, Grade liars, Babbit Metal; Columnt and Iron Tronti lor
Buildings.
Repairs on Minimi and Mill Maehlnory m Specialty
Albuquerque, M. M.
Foundry east side of rillrond t ack.

Farms

and

Ranches

Correspondence Solicited.
23 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

o

Foundry and Machine Works
ft. f. MALL, Proprietor
Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;

RENTALS

AND

MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale iltino: and

rar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. U. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue f.d
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Fin.
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexice.

M.
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RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
LOANS

i
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Albuquerque

Real Estate
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.
c--
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themselves. We feel confi
dent that if you are a man
who wants the best money J
can nuy we win nave your
0:
trade.

d

-

0:

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

t
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THE NAME

0

CELEBRATING ANNIVERSARY
OF GRAND ARMY POST. 0
Mass.,
April 3. The
Worcester,
thirty-nintanniversary of tne or
ganization of George H. Ward Post.
G. A. U cf this city, will be cele
brated tonight, by a large meeting
and banquet at Mechanics' hall. Many 0
prominent speakers will be present
Among
and will deliver addresses.
those who will he present as special
guests on that occasion will be Mayor
John T. Duggan of this city, the of
(leers of the Massachusetts depart
ment, representatives of the Sons of
Veterans and the Woman's
Relief 0
Corps, the mayor of Keene, N. H.,
and others.

ANNIVERSARY

Fine

txaaavsamsoEBimmsF.

PARAGRAPHS.

LOCAL

Great

Tlie Citizen, yesterday gave an aecnuui of the
Btrange finding of an armadillo at the Indian siLowl.
upon the
ets or
Scarcely had The. Citizen uppean-the ink dried upon the paper' when a telephone message
was received at The Citizen ollice saying that he armadillo belonged to Marshal Vorakcr, having been presented
to him by W. E. Martin at Las Cruces. This is uno.ber
instance, among many hundreds, confirming the fact that
if you want the people to know a thing and 10 know it
annually for four years.
the day It occurs, you mutt tell it to The Citizen.

1
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My store is headquarters for Boys and Children's Clothing, Hats,
Caps, Shoes and Shirts

XTRAGOOri

WILL QUIT WOLF HUNTING
TO ESCAPE RIDICULE.
San Antonio,
Texas. April 13.
Presiil. in Roosevelt will not hunt any
more while he Is presid. nt of the
l'ui:c,l Stales, according to Cecil Ly
ons, republican national committee
0
NorO-m-os- l
Biri
man tneu Texas. Lyons had
hade
iiiuiu i;u tits for anoiner wolf hunt
in mi rl:i ru
Oklahoma this spring.
the
J. .1. Hill, president of the Great Northern railway, has but his lecelved a letter from
ni saying that tho public makes
offered prizes for excellence in farming in Minnesota, presi.i,
too much sport- - "f his hunting trips.
North Dakota and South Dakota. Tho prizes are established by congressional districts, three for each district. DEMOCRATS CELEBRATING
The first prize is l l'in, the second $UK and the third
JEFFERSON'S BIRTHDAY.
prizes represent an aggregate annual outlay of $rt.S-."- i.
York, April ". One hundred
The prizes ar.- to be awarded by Professor Thomas and
'hree vcars ago today Thos.
Shaw, with one other judge from each district, approved I ft
third president of the
by Mr. Hill. The judges will award the prizes according l'nit'1
Stales and founder of the
Am
.1:1
democracy, was born at
to what they consider the best system of rotation adopted
by each larm in the contest, character of cultivation, Slia.hv,.;!, Albemarle county, Viiginia.
Uem iies throughout
the country
cleanliness of farm, crop yield, number and quality of live are
tving the day by holding
slock kept in proportion o are:,. There are no fees, dues niei ::: s and banquets in lienor of
or expenses, the only restriction being that the farms en
Many prouii
the
it
statesman.
tered must keep caitle and in addition thereto tlther
..pi,, visited tin tomb of .lefsheep or swine or both.
fersen at Montlcello, Va., and doco
rate.
Some ten or twelve years ago Mr. Hill, to cneouta
with flowers.
cattle-raisinha his
purchase and distribute P'o
thuroughl.red bulls. Mr Hill's hulls orobably never k
4
WILLING HELPERS.
brought him half their cost. Tin Scandinavians did not
What's the use of a helper, If
Know anything about farming, and could not be Induced to
tie isn't willing? Willingness is
raise anything but wheat. Ten years later fanners from
ample mantle which will al- Cream
valley.
n.
the Middle slates invaded the Red River
(over all the sins of serv- - 4
''
Hut a classified advertise- erics were established, fine herds of dairy cattle wen
'" ' t in The Evening Citizen Is a
obtained, sheep, hogs and poultry were introduced. The
w
helper that is not only
..i.
wheat yield of Minnesota had remained about the sanu
'"
competent, but also
on,
for ten years, while diversified farming lias increased
a willing worker.
It works ail
hundredfold. In view of the changed conditions, Mr. Hill
'he t:ui0 for you. It Is tha best
who loses $i;o,oou annually on tils own farm, near St
:m most economical publicity in ft
Paul, is willing to see the farmers compete for cash prize
lie world.
'
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becom-

ing to the average small
boy than the BLOUSE
SUIT has ever been
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GREEN AND GAYNOR GET
SENTENCE AND HEAVY
April 13.
Savannah. (ia

Europe
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Automatic phone
Room

10. N. T
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Novelty

Albuquerque

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Hulldms

Works LIVERY, SALE FEED

AND TRANI
KER STABLES

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor

0. W. Strong's Sons

South Second Street
STRONO BLOCK.
Horses and Mules bought and exchangoc
of
shipment
Just received, large
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and BEST TURNOUTS IN' THE CITY
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
NOTICE.
and
STAGE LINE
Falrvlew
Superintendents
...
.if
iinvj JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
nil mm uiie u "
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
numb, r to any point In the mountains,!Carries the Untied States mall;
during the coming season, in my wagMONUMENTS
onette, the "Minnehaha." at reasotia- only l:u wit a a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers.
L. C- WARDWELL.
bio rates.
201 211 N. Second St., Both Phones.
Vis South Arno street. rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. Fo
Come in and read the tags, Prh os particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Albu Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J
A CLlzen want ad will get the busispeak louder than premises,
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
ness. Try one.
querque Carriage Co.
321
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BRIGADIER GENERAL

A

on Official

and Personal Business.

ENTERTAINED

LAST MG!1T
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urval Frank ). IJahl-win- ,
United State army, in
command ol' tho southw stern clivlHL n
which includes tho army posts In
Colorado, Texas, New
Oklahoma.
Mexico and Arizona, arrived in Santa
Ke yesterdny afternoon at 3 o'clock
via the Denver & Kio Grande railroad, accompanied liy an aide de
ramp,
fr m ' Oklahoma, on otfldai
business. He is the puest of Governor Hapcrman at ttu Palace hotel.
Upon the penerai's arrival In the city-hwas met at the depot liy Governor Haperman and the following
members of the governor's staff:
Colonel J. I). Sena. Colonel .1. A. Mas-sie- ,
Captain E. C. Ablitt, Lieutenants
A. .1. Kiseher and W. I. Newcomb.
Sergeant Vaughn, and Chairman Arthur Seligman of the board of county
commissioners.
He was the guest of honor at a
dinner given by the governor at the
Palace hotel last, night, at which Territorial Secretary' .T. W. Raynolds and
the members cf the committee who
went, to the depot, were present. The
officers were In uniform at the depot
and wore uniforms at the dinner lai
evening.
Has an Enviable Reputation.
General Frank I. Baldwin is an officer of hlgTi reputation and of great
gallantry'. He entered the service as
a second lieutenant in the Michigan
horse guards. September
and
was honorably mustered out on the
27th or November of the same year;
was appointed a first lieutenant of
Michigan Infantry,
the Nineteenth
April 12, 18G2, promoted to a captaincy on January 24, 1864, and was
honorably mustered out on June 10,
1865. He received an appointment In
the regular army as a second lieutenant In the Nineteenth Infantry
February, 18CG; was made a first
lieutenant on' the same date; was
r

of tile

GAVE
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From the San
April 17.

S.

McGlM

Bernardino

Times,

H. S. Mef'tinti, ti young man fr m
Albuquerque, who was arrested In

I.udlow and sentenced to sixty days
imprisonment
was
for vagrancy,
landed In the county jail by Deputy
Sheriff Spidler this niornine, after an
eventful trip.
McGinn, who is a member of the
A ll.tlnlln.r. il. .
uhl.l-l,,l.r.. rf
signs of insanity, and when questioned by a physician, announced that
his brain had been wrong f u two
to having;
months. He confessed
beaten his wif- - and then deserted
her. When found in I.udlow McGinn
was seeking to end his life. He had
secured a long piece of wire, with
which he said h'J would cut his throat
or hang himself. Little attention was
paid to his threats , until he was
found on the print of carrying them
out. Then he was arrested andde-clare- d
a vagrant.
Deputy Sheriff Spidler started from
Ludlow with his charge,
for the
county jail here. When the train had
gotten under way and was running at
a high rate of speed, McGinn asked
if he might go to the lavatory. Spidler allowed him to do so, and the man
entered, locking the door behind him.
Spidler suddenly realized that he
had run a great risk in letting his
charge out of his sight, and hurried
to the door of the lavatory. He heard
a scuffling noise ipside, and being unable to break through the door, hp
ran out to the platform, down tne
steps, and there found the prisoner
just in the act of Jumping out of the
was half way
McGinn
window.
through the email aperture, and
Spidler was obliged to call assistance
in order to save his life.
McGinn is being held for vacancy,
but if an examination shows that he
Is Insane, he will be sent to the county hospital. He Is a young man of
Intransferred to the Thirty-sevent- h
fantry on September 21, 1866, and good appearance, nd Boy Armstrong,
transferred to the Fifth infantry on secretary of the San Bernardino Elks.
May 19, 1869; promoted to captain on Is trying to apprehend the man's famMarch 20, 1879, to major on April 26, ily in Albuquerque.
1898, and to lieutenant colonel of the
The young man referred to is
Fourth Infantry on December 18, 1899,
and received his promotion as a col- Hugh S. McGinn, Jr., and his father
onel on July 26, 1901; was appoint- resides at Gallup. The unfortunate
young man. his father and two brothed brigadier general June 9, 1902.
ers, are members of the Elks' lodge
Something of His Record.
General ltaldwin has made a re- ;f thi3 city. Secretary McDonald, of
markable record for gallantry and mil- the local lodge, is in receipt of a
letter from San Bernardino, confirmitary efficiency during his forty-fou- r
years of service. In the Civil war he ing the condition of McGinn, us nit facquitted himself very creditably, al- lushed in the clipping from the San
The father
though a very young man. In the reg- Bernardino Times-Indhe Is a well known
ular service he especially saw much at Gallup, where
work and hard fighting with Indians miner, has gone to California, and
from 1S67
in Colorado and friends here hope ho will find his
Kansas, New Mexico, Arizona, In the sou in nrA. so bad a plight as first reported.
Dakotas, Wyoming and Montana.
At first glance, without investigatGeneral Baldwin was with General
Miles who was then colonel of the ing who Is H. S. McGinn, it . was
Fifth Infantry in the celebrated cam- Mtu :igfct that the unfortunate might
paign against the Cheyennes and have been F. J. McGinn, who is well
r
Arapahoes in Kansas.
The general known hereandwho was
Cos. hardware store
was one of the best and most success- at K. .1. Post & years.
F. J. McGinn
ful Indian fighters during the Indian for a number of
living happily with his wife in Los
troubles in the "western
states and IsAngeles,
where ho Is in tho employ
territories. After his promotion to a
briga-dierhe.
became commanding of the Pacific Electric Railway comgeneral of the department of the Col- pany. From a Mter the lat'er wrote
orado, with headquarters in Penver, to his friend, W. N. McGugin, of this
and is now commanding general of city, a few days ago. it la learned
nicely,
the southwestern division, with head- that he was well and doing
quarters in Oklahoma City, Okla, Gen- and he did not write like a man in
This paper js pleased to
eral Baldwin is well and favorably trouble.
known throughout the southwest, and state that F. J. McGinn is all right.
especially in Colorado and New Mexico, where he has many warm ad- SHRINERS ACTIVE
mirers and friends.
Major H. K. Whiting of this city,
PREPARING FOR TRIP
is a particular friend of General Baldwin, nnd when the latter was here TO LOS ANGELES TO ATTEND
several years ago, materially aided
IMOF THE
THE MEETING
in showing the distinguished military
PERIAL COUNCIL, TO BE HELD
officer many courtesies.
IN MAY.
1,

x.

book-kjcepe-

,

ALBUQUERQUE

ELKS
GETTING IN SHAPE

LODGE
FOR ATTENDING GRAND
IN
TO BE HELD IN DENVER
MARCHING CLUB WILL
JULY
BE 125 STRONG.

Preparations for the sending of a
marching club of Elks from the Albuquerque lodge to the grand lodge to
be held in lenver, in July, Bt ill goes
on apace. Samples of the uniforms
have arrived and are on diFplay in
one of the dry goods stores and soon
the members of the local lodge of Klks
who are to form the marching club
will be having their measures taken
for uniforms. The uniforms will be of
duck material, on a military cut, canvas shoes and white hats or caps to
complete the outfit.
Judging from present Indications,
the marching club from this city will
be about 125 strong, and in addition
to this many wives, daughters and
lady friends of the Elks will accompany the 1 ..'legation,
arrangements
having ben completed for their entertainment at Denver, and transportation arrange:! for tln'iu on the same
basis that the members of the marching club will secure.
Hundreds of dollars In prizes will
be offered by the Denver Klks and
merchants of that city for the best
marching clubs and musical organizations, and the AlbuTueruo delegation
thinks it will l,e able to cnrr;-.at
least one of the many prizes.
l

400

BUILDS

YARDS OF DYKE

Activity among the Albuquerque
Shriners, preparatory to attending the
meeting of the Imeprial Council, to
be held in Ixis Angeles, in May, r.till
continues. Potentate Uorradailo has
thirteen committees handling the different matters to be looked after in
connection with the plans, which Include a special train from this city,
for Shriners and their families, only,
which will leave here May 5. The
special train will consist of Pullmans,
a diner, buffet and observation car,
and the local Shriners will certainly
travel in style. Quarters for the Albuquerque delegation, which will number somewhere between 75 and 100,
have already been engaged In Ixs
Angeles. In addition to the Albuquerque delegation. New Mexico will send
delegations from Santa Fe, Roswell,
Vegas, Baton, I. as Cruces, Gallup
and several other places.
POLICE

COURT

Business in police circles is again
on the blink, only me arrest being

made last evening. Chief of Police
McMillin Is taking advantage of the
lull In business, however, to prepare
his report to the city council for the
fiscal year ending Saturday,
April
11, which will bo read to the
at their nite'ing Monday night.
Tile report will show the number of
arrests made during the, year, am. unit
of fines collected, expenses Incurred
by tlie department, and specifications
of the different offenses fur
which
prisoners were arrested.
coun-cilnie-

One of the many Juanitas was in
police court, this mornine, this par-

ticular one being Juanita Perea,
charged with frequenting wine rooms.
Juanita, it seems, part of th time,
is a plain everyday washerwoman,
but the othtr part cf the time, which
is the biggest half, longs for the
life, and the dizzy whirl
ot
"high sassiety," to be found, in her
opinion, in the wine rooms of the
Light" and other saloons.
"Red
Juanita was given ten days.

Paul Yrisarri, a well known farmer
of Kane'in.i de Ai'.iii'iiierqiie, is in the
city today, and be informed The
Citizen that he his prepared himself
agains; tii.- tlond water
the Rio
Grande .his spring. Ytsterday and
the luy before, Mr. Vrisarri had forty-meemployed In building a dyke
from the headgate of the Griegos
ditch to a nnne tiun with t lie Pandas ditch, a disi.ifice of alnmt 4'iQ
FIND THE CMCKEKIVG STORE
yards, and he believes, with this addition to ib-- o!J dyke, that the high
Wherever you go, you will find the
kept practically conwaters will
fined t..' the riv.r channel proper, this piano store that represents Chickor-in- g
& Sons to be the best place to
spring.
look for pianos of less expensive
EASTER EXERCISES BY FIRST grade.
The name Chlckering is in itself
SCHOOL,
SUNDAY
METHODIST
SUNDAY MORNING AT 9:45 SHARP. almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely defend upon
EVERY ONE WELCOME.
its advice as to the other ma eg it
egg
handles. In New Mexico tho Chick-etin- ir
There will be fun for all at the
rolling. Saturday celling, at 212
is represented solely by
isouth Second street.
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
but-tiril-

-

Weavir. vice president of the
Mining company, operating the Nellie lily group of mines
Lords-burg- ,
In the Pyramid district near
arrived in the city this morning on the limited from Williamsport,
Pa., heing met at the depot by Pr?f.
F. A. Jones, t:ic mine engineer
nnd
t xpt rt.
The gentleman was Introduced at
Tho Evening Citizen office, and after
stating that this was his first visit to
the southwestern
country, emphasized the fact that ho was well pleased with what he ha J already seen,
and particularly pleased at the general appearance of vrospority which
he culd see on all sides In this city.
The president of the. above mining
company is Thomas A. Lister, and lie
has been shipping ore running high
In silver and copper at the rate of
two to three car loads daily for some
time, and expects to increase
the
shipment In a very Bhort time, to four
car loads daily.
Mr. Weaver will gi south to Denting, thence to Ixirdsburg, where he
will be met by Mr. Lister, on tonight's
soutlilKiund train, and he will be accompanied south by Prof. Jones.

Fichard Briggs, the negro wno assaulted Hon. Alex. Bowie, of Gallup,
at the local station some months ago,
was this morning sentenced to serve
thirty days in the county Jail. Briggs
plead guilty to the charge, and as he
had been "in Jail since shortly after
committing the offense, the court was
passing b nlctit in giving him a light
sentence.

O. It.

ith American

GOOD FRIDAY IS
OBSERVED IN CHURCHES
THREE

HOURS OF SERVICES
DURING AFTERNOON IN COMMEMORATION
OF SUFFERINGS
OF
JESUS TOMORROW, HOLY
SATURDAY.

Good Friday, the day observed by
all Christian organizations by abstinence In commemoration of the crucifixion of Christ, was giWrally observed here today. Particularly In

the Catholic churches and the Episcopal church special services were
held.
In St. John's Episcopal church Good
Friday services were observed as follows: Morning prayer at 9:30 o'clock,
the Three Hours Worship, with Meditations on tho Last Words, from 12
ty 3 o'clock, in memory of the nours
of suffering Jesus was obliged to undergo before- - death came. A large
number of worshipers were in the
church during the three hours services.
This evening at 7:30 o'clock
tho evening prayer and lecture on
the prayer book services will be held
in this church.
In the San Felipe do Neri Catholic
church in Old Albuquerque, and the
Sacred Heart , and Immaculate Conception Catholic churches In this city
special
were
cbserved
services
throughout the day. The mass of
was held this mornthe
ing, with the Three Hours service the
same as in the Episcopal church.
Many worshipers attended these services,
Tomorrow, will be Holy Saturday,
and In the Roman Catholic churches
tho holy water to be used during the
coming year will bo blessed. During the afternoon all funeral decorations surrounding the altars will be
removed and In the evening tho altars
will be decorated with flowers, converting them Into veritable bowers of
beautiful spring flowers, in preparation for Easter Sunday.
MARKETS.

St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., April 13. Wool

mar-ki-

t

steady and unchanged.

COL'MY JURY IDEAL

FoR

ONE

STORY

For the youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are am-n- g
tie
lately arrived goods. We have them

"If

''"4.F- -

HOUSE

"Adobe clay, that article of architectural construction which calls to
mind, when mentioned, the small native huts," said u prominent contractor and builder of Albuquerque to a
representative of The Evening Citizen
this afternoon, "is a much abused material. People who are rich enough
to build fine houses would never
think of using such a thing and the
poor build huts of it that does make
adobe look rather shabby, but the fact
Finale in Mine Case at Hand.
H. B. Fergusson, appearing for the remains, nevertheless,
that adobe
plaintiff, today filed a brief In the clay, for houses built on tho mission
Washington mine case, stating the style, and it Is my candid opinion that
plaintiff's side of the case. The de- this style of architecture will eventfendant Is expected to file a brief in ually become the prevailing stylo In
answer to that of the plaintiff, and this territory, is perfectly worthy of
up:n these briefs, together with evi- consideration, and its lack ot use Is
dence and argument
submitted last duo more to a silly prejudlco against
weik, will be decided the merits of It, occasioned la many instances by
Ignorance, than for any other reason,
the case.
and while I would never recomend It
y
for a
house or other large
FURTHER CASES SET.
This morning the court further set structure, wien it comes to houses
on the mission plan, strung out nil
cases as follows:
April 16 Territory
vs. Eduardo over the ground, and only one floor, it
can't be beat.
Apodaca; rape.
"In this country, where we have so
vs.
April 17 Territory
George
Holmes and James F. Donahue; for- much summer, the mission stylo of
gery.
architecture cannot be Improved upon.
April 17 Territory vs. Gergonlo With wide porches, screened in to
protect one from passing insects,
Garcia; stealing a mare.
April 18 Territory vs. John S. Mun. where one can sit and enjoy the sumsey; ussault with intent to murder, mer breezes, overhanging eves, that
cast a shade at all times of the. day,
etc.
April 19 Territory vs. Macedonio fire places here and there wlthi.i the
dwelling, and above all. a housii that
Herrera; embezzlement.
April 20 Territory
vs. Sarah J. fits Into the Bcene In every detail
Smith; unlawfully carrying on busi that's what a mission style t.dobe
home in this country would' be, and
ness of retail liquor dealer.
April 20 Territory
vs.
Manuel It would be a home worth having, too,
and one that even a millionaire could
Acuna; larceny, etc.
April 21 Territory
vs. William be proud of. I have known of adobe
walls that have stood for sixty years,
Wagner; embezzlement.
April 21 Territory vs.
William and they are In just as good condiWagner; obtaining moneyby false tion today, almost, as they were when
first erected. Tho thick walls hold
pretenses.
April 23 Territory vs. H. J. Farm- the heat in the winter and keep out
the heat in tho summer. Enter an
er; assault with intent to murder.
April 23 Territory vs. M. Tagla-fert- adobe house on a hot summer's day,
and you are at once struck with the
appeal case.
April 23 Territory vs. Zenobio Or- coolness prevailing therein.
"It's true that the walls have to be
tiz; appeal case.
occasionally, to protect
April 23 Antonio
Samora
and
them against tho action of the rain
Tomas Chavez; appeal case.
April 24 territory vs. Librado C. and snow, but you also have to rede Baca; forgery and uttering forged paint a frame house to keep the lumber from giving way beneath the oninstrument.
April 24 Territory vs. Jose Dolores slaughts of winter weather, and plastering; Is about as cheap as painting,
Qiilntiina; abandoning his wife.
April 24 Territory vs. Jose Dolores and besides, a good Blaster will last
Quintana; assaulting and beating his longer in this climate than will the!
wife.
best of paints.
"I tell you, the much despised adobe.
April 21 Territory vs. Tranquilino
Sediiio; unlawfully touching
and In view of the fact that the price of
lumber Is soaring heavenward every
threatening a house.
April 25 Territory vs. Toribio Gu- year, Is going to become a factor In
the building world In Albuquerque and
tierrez; murder.
April 25 Territory vs. "Abraham New Mexico In general, before many
years have passed nway. The
n
Stanton; killing n heifer.
looking for a good material at
April 2 Territory vs. George Alexa reasonable price, with which to
ander; larceny.
All cases for violation of Sunday I build a home, could not do better, pro- law, numbering In the neighborhood vtueu nu plans do not extend beyond
y
of twenty-fivhouse, thsn to build his
are set to be heard a
home on tho mission ntyle, of adobe
on April 20.
brick. It is a good, substantial material, cheap In price, and a homo can
Vigil Demurs.
After the setting of cases this morn- bo made to look as attractive, built of
ing the court listened to the argu- this material as could a one-stoment of a demurrer to an Indictment frame house and In nine cases out
returned against Eslavio VlgU by the of ten. makes even a better appearlato grind jury charging the defend- ance than does the frame house."
ant, with perjury. Judge W. C. Ilea-cocrepresented the defendant. The
BASE BALL NOTES
court took the matter under advisement.
The game to be played at Traction
park
on Sunday will give tho fans an
Farley Files Counter Demurrer.
E. L. Medler, appearing; for C. T. opportunity to see what mnterlal
has at hand with which to
Farley, plaintiff, in a suit against G. go
into the season. Pettus and
s
K. Nehcr to recover money lst over
will form a battery for tho
s
a gambling table, today filed a demurrer to the defendant's counter pitcherteam, while Wilson and another
that Manager Houston has
claim. In this d. nnirrer the plaintiff
claims that the owner of a gambling on the string for a tryout, with Dicky
house has no action at law to re- behind the bat, will serve as a battery
for the city chaps. The Held on both
cover money lost, by him.
sides will bo filled with, a smattering
of players, nearly all of whom are alCase Dismissed.
The suit of Wallace llesselden vs. ready known to tho fans. Tho fact
Grant Uurgess has been dismissed, that on their performance in this
the plaintiff agreeing not ts further practice game depends whether or
pros cute the case. The plaintiff also not they will wear .the Urown this
releases the writ of attachment uion summer, should bo an Incentive for
the players to d their best.
the defendant's property.
Preparations are being made for an
Demurrer to Answer.
In the case of J. R. Chambers elalxirate Easter dinner at the Columvs. J. U. Rutherford, the plaintiff to- bus Hotel. Go and get the best to be
day filed a demurrer to the answer of had for 25 cents.
the defendant.
The plaintiff giveB
four reasons for said demurrer, one
being that said answer was not based
up n facts, bu
merely on conclti--i"n-

..Pfettily Upholstered..
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Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, April 13.
Cattle Receipts, 1,500; market steady; muttons,
$3.t;oGj'6.0U;
c:ws and heifers, $1.50
5.25; stockeis and
feeders, jj.75$l
4.70.

Sheep Receipts. 5,000; market was
steady;
sheep, $3.20 (fT 6.55; lambs.
4.75j 6.C5; yearlings, $5.G5C40.
Closing Stock Quotations.
York, April 13. Following
were closing prices today:
93',4
Atchison, com
Atchison, pfd
lui
New York Central, com
New York Central, pfd
141 'i
till1
Southern Pacific
.
157-1I'nlon Pacific, com
Unl.n Pacific, pfd
ia1
Copper
113
New

i

modern

K

PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST.

OUR

Albert Faberi
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308-31-

two-stor-

Railroad Ave.,
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..BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
Are the pride of the bom and the charm or the city. We
have the kind
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.
ggzva

...oes

'

;

25c and up
uuc "u up
35c and up
12c

,

nones
'

Vl

7jff?i3
I

UV

118

ltiirL
S40?'' .it
.FiW

GOLD

Rubber Hose

cotton Hose
Lawn Se"ees

ioo
$2.69

Sprinklers and Hose Menders.
OFFICIAL GARBAGE CANS...
$1 and L25
uciivcrca xo any part or city.

MASTERS

J. W.

Coio7pEel768
HOME SUPPLY COMPANY

AVENUE

CIGARS

CARE-KILLIN-

o;

bear this brand on the hox label:'
White Lily, a sure sign of increas
from sorrow, indication of a dlvorca
from carklng care. Tomorrow may,
bring its troubles, but tonight well,
let's be comfortable and serene ever
a long pull without a strong pull at
one or two White L41y cigars. Five
cents for a single specimen; $2 for m
box of fifty.

....

A.

J. RICHARDS

113a WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUI.

work-ingnia-

j

one-stor-

e,

ry

The St. Elmo

I JSEPH BARNETT, Prop'f.

j

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

J

oooo-o-oo-

of law.

TUESDAY,

APRIL 17th

Sandoval County Jury.
Judge Abbott announced today that
lT. S. S., com
42" the pitit jury for the May term of
V. S. S., pfd
lus-'SSandoval county w ill be drawn in the
Bernalillo county court house tomorKansas City Live Stock.
row, (Saturday) morning, at 9 o'clock.
Kansas City, Mo., April 1.1. Cattle All citizens
who may be interested
Receipts, 2,oml, including 3(J'i south- enough
to bo pr-- ' iif, will be welerns; market steady; native steers, come.
$1.25(5 5.05; kouthcrn steers,
3.uW
IN
The
...niy court
will
5; southern
cows,
$2.5o(Ttt; native open Sandoval
at Hernalilhi mi Monday, May
cows and heifers, $2.505.10; stock-er- 7,
and will probably consume a week.
and feeders, $3 & 4.S0 ; bulls, $2.10
li.f.ii; western fed
''fl.25; calves,
Gillenwater Assault Case.
steers, $3.75115.25; western fed cows.
The case of til" Territory vs. Will- I
$2.756 '4.5rt.
iam H. Gilb
r. charged and inSheep Receipts, 2.0u"i ; market was dicted by thenw.it'
loci nt territorial grand
f.tiady;
muttons, fl.fiOfttl; lambs, jury on three cour.t-- . namely; For
$5. 75ft 0. 50;
range wethers, fl.COfl drawing a pistol in a settlement,
for I
f.0.25;
l ewes, $ 4.25ft 5.50.
drawing a pistol upon another, 'nnd
insulting
for
another
while
armed,
Rev. Hugh Cooper, pastor of the came up
for trial in the district court
Presbyterian church, who was back in
aiiernoon.
l' tinsylvania on bus.ness, has return- jemerriay
ed to the city. R v. W. H. Du Hois, w ho byConsiderable tini" wast!?e consumed!
:. :i i, of C1IAS. A. TAYLOR.
the
attorney,
defense
was here temporarily in charge, has Messrs.
MeMillen ,v Raynolds. Klock
gone to Doming, where he accepts the &
Owen, and T. V W ilkerson-n the
pastorate of the I'r. s!, teriati church examinatt
50c, 75c and $1
n of jir
as to what Prices
in that town.
Ihey iiew aho i'
case, and after'
practically
cxhau
their dial-TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
bnges the territory accepting alljur-1- , H ,i en .,!(. at Mat son's book
ors cu!l( d. without any challenge, the'-jur- ,
Pii'i.iy, April 13, at 9 o'clock.
Inquire
FOR SALE A tent, (heap.
was accepted a. el the caso com- at i' Weft Marble iivetm.
menced.
FOR SAL1J A young Jer: ey cow,
At 5 o'clock ail :
witnesses for
6
coining fresh in a week. 5 It: At- - Ihe territorv W. '!' McCn-igiirAN OPPORTUNITY
J
lantic avenue.
.1.
a
ltlondln.
F. R. Dyas, it.
A. P.
For saving in your office
Dining room gii!
WANTi;i
tbe I IxnK-irt;i,
iii y D.idson hail1
ttoik is found in the use of
Columbus Motel.
.mony, when court
concluded their
a lj..urntvil.
A'Jud-r.- LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
ott announcing
ABOUT MILLINERY
that, on account t' ; d Friday, court
All sihs and sizes made in
until 9 o'clock to-- '
would take a rec.
cur nv, n shop,
morning.
Tom i row and tomorrow evtrniig. morrow, (Satuiaii
We (an rule and finish any
ing
The territory
represented
Madam Slew an! Iniil, will make a 25
l.ind of sin cial forms.
by
,
District Atton.. y Clancy.
on ail iinjHirted
( nt reduction
see our STATEMENT
pattern ha:.--, shown at her opening,
l.lIliCl.'R SYSTEM, for retail
BASE
BASE
BALL!
BALL!
me; i s,an:s. "It's a winner."
Numbered among the
and not
hats that will go at this sacrifice, will
TRACTION PARK, SUNDAY,
be some of tho most stunning
and P. M.
stylish pattern ever brought to the
Mcintosh browns vs. bar.
ISOOK
city, and somo great bargains are to ELAS.
be fjuud among theui.
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

Q

f.

-

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about tfils If
Empress flour Is chosen. It la so
good and makes such eweet, white

'

H
x

and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beat
bread makers use it for that very
reason.

I

t

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent.
114 West Copper Ave.

OLD

ALBUQUERQUE CATHEDRAL

ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

ELKS' THEATRE

s

Finest Whiskies

THE FIRST LESSON

Ha-reia-

on
call, steady, at 41t! per cent; prime
mercantile paper, 5tf7t per cent. Bar
silver, C4Vc.

all

Improvements,
rubber tired and patent back ad- Justing device.

Gal-lego-

New York Money Market.
New York, Apfil 13. Money

Carriages

and

Go-Ca- rts

Contractor.

TO DRAW SANDOVAL

TELEGRAPHIC

GOOD MATERIAL

Some Forty Cases

TO VISIT MINES NEAR LOROSBL'RG

N

00000

DESPISED ADOBE

Judge Abbott Sets Remaining For a Home on the Mission
Cases on Criminal Docket.
Style Says Prominent

in

NAME

PAGE FIVK.

GETS THIRTY DAYS

Ludlow, Cal., 0. B. Weaver of Pennsylvania,
Here Today, Beim IntroWhere He Attempted to
duced at This Office.
Commit Suicide.

Visits the Territorial Capital Arrested

CITIZEN.

RICHARD BRIGGS

INVESTIGATE MINES

FROM GALLUP

BALDWIN AT SANTA FE

WAS

COMES WEST TO

MAN

YOUNG

EVENING

AUSTRIAN

BUILDIN'G.
CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

,

SCOTTY

a

King of the!

Desert Mine!

-

I

BORRADAILE & GO,,

oooeooooo

! IT HELPS THE
STORMING?

TOO TIRED TO GO?

,

.

TELEPHONE

.

YOUR

HOME

ooocoooooo oooooooxoo
I

1

1

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

,

?

HUS3AND DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

I'sfl the Telephone.
A

oooooookoo
HOUSEWIFE
GUESTS UNANNOUNCED7
Tho Telephone
order
extra supplies.

Shop by Telephone.

YOU NEED

117 Gold'Avenue

RAMSAY'S TEACHERS' AND
STENOGRAPHERS' AGENCY
With Woman's Exchange.
Positions secured for competent
teachers, Menosraphers, bookkeepers and oflice help generally.
School boards and others desiring
ttachcrs, etc., should corresiond
with us. Have a koo,1 list registered.

i

Grand Central Hotel

.

.r.r

i

j

p.-- r

j

U.S. Lithgow&Co.
lilXDKRS

Ramsay's Typcwritorium
Fourth St. and R.

All

Kinds of

s"eond-"nam-

R. Ave.
i

type-

writers bought, sold, rented, repaired, exeluuii;ed an I rebuilt.
Agents for I'nderwcod
Typewriters. Always a good stock on
band from which to choose. Typewriter Ribbons a s'cialty.
G. S. RAMSAY, Mer.

..wA.tWJJaJ

yyj

,

:fii

Large, Airy Rooms. Prices Very Rea.
sonable,
MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,

Proprietor.

J
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ALBUQUERQUE

AGH SIX.

WELLIM'S

WALTER

EXPEDITION

,.
j

j

THERE FOREVER SCIENTISTS'
INTEREST IN TRIP MIDNIGHT j
SUN OF ARCTIC TO HELP EX- PLORERS.
.

i

D. C. April IP.. Wawho is soon ii go In
search of the north pole in a flying
putmachine, has been in

Waahington.

ller Wtllman,

Was-hinftto-

In shape, and
making the final preparations for the
start. The National Oe'graphle society, of this city, is taking a lively
Interest In the WWlman erudition.
a man to accompany
nd will
film and report.
Mr. Wellman is as eaiser for the trip
as a toy to go on a fishing expedition
and Is out every day taking long walks
to harden up his muscles.
The airship which is to lie used in
is now being
this dash for the
constructed in Paris.
"It is double the size of the largest
dirigible balloon ever before constructed," .Mr. Wellman explained. "U will
carry five men and a very considerable
weight of scientific Instruments and
provisions. I expect to learn to operate the lallocn, or airship, and we
hours
shall divide the twenty-fou- r
Into watches and take turns sleeping."
"What will happen if the airship
gives out?" the explorer was asked.
"If we come down on anything solid
we shall convert the expedition Into a
land expedition, and head for the
nearest settlement."

"How about a relief expedition, and
spending the winter in camp?"
"We are making no plans for spending the w inter In the cold region. If
we are left up there it is forever."
Mr. Wellman calls attention to the
fact that It Is not always terribly cold
in the polar regions. During the short
arctic summer the weather Is very
balmy and pleasant, and It is the purpose of the party to take advantage
of this warm weather to mane tue
trip.
"And." said Mr. W ellman, "you will
remember that there will be no night
while we are there that is, it will be
hours.
light for the entire twenty-fou- r
"This fact, the continuous sunlight,
or daylight, will greatly simplify the

handling of the balloon. If you know
about these airships you know that
one of the great problems Is the expansion and contraction of the gas
bag, due to the heat of the sun in the
daytime, and the lack of It at night.
Up there we will have steady light
and steady temperature, and this will
make the ballooning part very much
sjmpler.
"The distance to le traveled In the
airship will be about COO miles. We
hope to make this in a continuous
trip."
Mr. Wellman will put in the coming
summer experimenting with the airship in the more northerly latitudes.
He will not undertake the actual polar
trip until the following summer.

CATTLEMAN WAS

Dr. L. B. Raschbaum of Roswell, who

BASE BALL YESTERDAY.

ting his business affairs

ai-n-d

.

'

eye-bre-

THE STANDARD! PRIMER.

The Railroad. p
Lesson

Family FJledicine

Mo

Penoche
Sytup
a combination of selected sugars specially

pleasing to the children when served on bread
tor breakfast, lunch and supper. There is
nothing as good and wholesome for the "little
ones" as this pure, clean extra refined
cane sugar syrup.
Log Cabin Penoche Syrup is a smooth,
rich, fancy cane sugar syrup, the same as
Log' Cabin Maple is pure high-grad- e
maple sugar syrup. Each the best of its kind.
Log Cabin Penoche makes candy that
delights both children and grown-ups- .'
Log Cabin Penoche is the "original" do
not accept any other than Log Cabin Penoche.
Drop a postal for the free book
-penoche
Secrets."
Full of
new candy and desert recipes.

No. 2.

The Towlc Maple Syrup Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.

This is a Rail-roaIt

Rail

--

would you like to own

road?

Oh,

bet-te-

Oil

and
Yes, it is. But what if the Rail-roawill not pay Re bates?
Ha. ha! You do not know the
Rail-roa- d

re-cei-

Re-bate- s?

ve

d

i

--

Rail-ro- a

OIL

MERIT

REAL

IS

MATTERS

April 15 'Easter Sunday.
of Trustee School of
April 20 Company G's military ball. Appointment
Mines.
April 17 Walter Scott, the Death
Governor Hagerman yesterday apValley miner, in melodrama.
pointed Aniceto C. Abeyta, of
a member of the board of
Caught Cold While Hunting a Burgtrustees of the School of Mines, vice
lar.
Mr. W!m. Thos. I.anorgan, provin- Juan Jose Baca, deceased. Mr. Abeyta
cial constable at Chapleau, Ontario, is a well known business man of Sosays: "I caught a severe cold while corro and a native of Santa Fe.
William E. Griffin has been appointhunting a burglar In the forest swamp
last fall. Hearing of Chambsrlain's ed territorial game and fish warden,
Cough Remedy, I triad it, and after vice Page B. Otero, resigned.
Postmaster Appointed.
using two small liottles, I was comHarry S. Rowley has been appointpletely cured." This remedy Is Intended especially for coughs and ed postmaster at Quay, Quay county.
colds. It will loosen and relieve a
Devil's Island Torture.
severe cold in less time than by any
other treatment and is a favorite is no worse than the terrible case of
wherever Its superior excellence has piles that afflicted me ten years. Then
Arbecome known.. For sale by all drug- I wa sadvised to apply Bucklen's pernica Salve and less than a box
gists.
manently cured nie, writes L. S. Nan
Every vehicle on our floors has pier of Rugles, Ky. Heals all woundB,
two weeks' notice to get out. We burns and sores like magic. 25c at all
need the room more than we need the druggists.
money. Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Alout the "Cotton Cheat" in clothes
o
Try a Citizen want ad.
read Simon Stern's ad on page 8.

VSjig
to ship
over

r

OFFICIAL

EVENTS

COMING

a

fmm4fa

don't know.

1

Is it not

the

Oil.

car-rie- s

How

Log Cabin Molassts

Train

d

ut

llnTElR

Log Cabin

Makers of the famous

At
fering mental torture and displays Brooklyn
0
J
much Interest In the proceedings.
2 6
Boston
Bergen,
Batteries Mclntyre and
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver, Young and Needham.
Colo., April 7, 1906. Sealed proposals
R. H.E.
At Philadelphia
in triplicate will be received here un3 9 2
York
New
3
til 11 a. m., on April 17, 1906, for Philadelphia
2
transportation of Military Supplies,
and Bresnahan,
Ames
Batteries
Route No. 3, Wingate station, N. M. Lush and IVmovan.
to Fort Wingate, N. M., during the fisR. H.E.
At St. Louis
cal year, commencing July 1, 1906. St lunula
1 12. 1
reaccept
or
right
S.
reserves
U.
to
2 7 1
tltul.nrc
ject any or all proposals. InformaBatteries Taylor and Grady, Willis
Enapplication.
on
tion furnished
Gibson.
velopes containing proposals should and
Trans"Proposals for
be marked:
BIDS WANTED
portation on Route No. 3. addressed
C. A. H. McCauley, Chief Q. M.
Bids wanted for 30,000 ties, 1 feet
Miss Jessie Ilfeld, formerly of Santa long, and not. less than 6 inches thick,
Fe, and well kiwwn in this city, at at the small end. Ties to be delivLas Vegas Wednesday, while driving a ered to undersigned at Algodones.
carriage, collided with another ve- Bids must be in not later than April
A. J. FRANK,
hicle also driven by a lady, who was 20. 1906.
Algodones, N. M.
thrown out of the buggy by the force
o
of the collision, but received no serl-oinjuries.
Try a Citizen want ad.

POSSESSES

Home

Towle's

terrible experience, and you must!
neip me,"
"Pardon me, madam," Interrupted
Holmes. "My time Is valuable and I
have no time to listen to anything
that does not directly concern the affair that brought you here. Phase
proceed and be brief."
"My watch, chain and diamond pin
were stolen from me yesterday evening as I was going home en a crowded

"Spill terly never is too busy to stop
a minute and give a friend a little
street car"
srund advice."
"Once more, my good woman," In"No, and that's Just what his adterrupted Holmes again, "I must insist
vice generally amounts to sound.
that you cut out everything superSenator fluous. Wliat other kind of a car
Mae Wood's suit against
Piatt having been dismissed, the pro- could you have gone home in?"
posed edition of Most Anything on
A New York man was sentenced to
asbestos has been abandoned.
serve seven and a naif years in a
penitentiary for perjury. There'B anEven Stay Even Moves.
Even Stay intends ts. leave for Ro- other man who wasn't a life insurance
lette. N. D., the first of the next week. official.
Glendorado (Minn.) Pioneer.
"Have you any blanket Indians In
The Ohio food commissioner wtll try this region?" the. tourist asked.
fr. nrovont tliA futla of Ranter e&r?fl
covered with shellac because shellac! native, wiping the alkail off his
"but we's got some th't I s'pose
Is detrimental to good health. Ohio is
another state where they "eat the you'd call blankety blank. Indians,
shells."
Chamberlain's Salve is good for
"You are Mr. Holmes?" she asked.
any disease of the skin. It allays tne
in"I am," replied the great detective. Itching and burning sensation
"Oh, Mr. Holmes. I have had snoh stantly. For sale by all druggists.

AN EYE WITNESS. examined the corpse. The court ruled
National League.
conR. H. E.
A special dispatch from Portales. N. out testimony of witnesses as to
At
Cincinnati
defendant.
versation and actions of
2 8 4
William The
Cincinnati
M., dated April 11, says:
2
o'clock this
defense began at
7 9 0
Cordell, a stockman of Amarillo, Tex., afternoon. The attorneys say the case Chicago
Schlei.Lund-gre- n
and
Overall
Batteries
tomorrow.
who was on the train the night, of will likely go to the jury
and Kllng.
R- - H.E.
March 30, en route to Pecos. Tex., Price shows plainly that he is sufBrooklyn

when Conductor Curtis was shot and
killed, was the main witness for the
prosecution in the case of the Territory vs. E. L. Price, the news agent
who is charged with the murder. The
witness told a concise, straightforward
story, which was damaging to the
prisoner. The defense failed to draw
any contradictory statement from him.
He was in the compartment of the
car where the killing occurred and
was an eye witness to the tragedy.
He said that the defendant was the
aggressor and stopped the conductor
several times when he started to
leave the coach. The men finally
clinched and Price fired the first shot,
which took effect. The conductor attempted to stagger from the car, when
Price fired the second shot. As he
staggered out of the car the agent
flred the third time. All of the shots
took effect and any one would have
proved fatal. The last snot pierced
the heart. Corde'.l's testimony was
corroborated by several witnesses. The
location of the wounds was given by

xcept

Chauncey M. Do pew Is said to be
spending his time taking motor car
rides. No wcml r he's a nervous
wreck.
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Makes Home Sweet

a

"How close Grasper is."
"Yes. most of the tim
when he's tight."

APRIL IX 1906.

FRIDAY,

MOST ANYTHING

TO THE NORTH POLE IN 4IR SHIP
NO RELIEF EXPEDITIONS TO
LOW, FOR. HE SAYS. IF THEY'RE
STRANDED THEY'LL BE LEFT

CITIZEN.

EVENING

llRlf

ALWAYS

Chest Is Complete Without

66

Sanad&ra

La

99

I

!
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At last we have amongst us and within our reach a medicine on which we can rely for relief from the many maladiea and afflictions of life.
LA SANADORA it a medicine that don't kill pain temporarily, but it cure and heals, restoring you to perfect health whenever you have the misfortune to be sick. Immediately after it use, be it external or internal,
relief it received, as hat often been proven.
Whoever uses LA SANADORA is not making a guess nor an experiment, but will get well and se cured with a safe, sure and excellent medicine. Vou may be Inexperienced in its use, but it Is very simple In its application and sure In its effects.
Road it and don't fear that your time has been wasted, as, when disease afflicts you, you will know how to use this great medicine, and have
With each bottle of LA 8ANADORA you will find a book of Instructions.
the satisfaction of knowing It has saved you.
In summer diarIn winter we are troubled with coughs, colds, and many other painful afflictions peculiar to cold weather. Positive relief and a sure recovery to health will be found In the use of LA SANADORA.
rhoea, colic and many other
afflictions trouble old and young. LA SANADORA is an Infallible cure.
This infallible medicine cures: Rheumatism, Sprains, Contusions, Scratches, Headache, Sore Throat, Coughs, Stinge, of insects and Reptile Bites, Contraction of the Mtiarles and Tendons, Stiff Joints, Pain In the
For tale at all drug
Breast and Back, Lumbago, Kidney Trouble, Neuralgia, Toothacht, Sore Nipples, Burns, Earache, Catarrh, Fever, Chills, Colic, Cholera, Piles, Pain In the Gums, Itching, and all painful afflictions.
stores. PRICE, 35 cents a bottle.
gastro-intestin-

AFTER "LA SANADORA"

Territory of

HAS BEEN

New Mexico,

County of San Miguel.
I, Juan,Ignaclo
Baca, do hereby
make this declaration under oath:
For the period of three years I had
been afflicted by Malaria Fever, and
my sufferings were such that I was
unable to do any kind of work, or attend to my business. I procured and
used many patent medicines without
deriving from any of them any benefit to my health, and having lost all
hope of recovering my health, it was
my good fortune to meet the excellent
good lady. Mrs. Etnllie M. de Delgado,
of this city, who kindly recommended
to me the use of "La Sanadora" for
my case, and she herself gave me the
medicine according to directions, and
it resulted in a complete restoration
of my lost health. After three days
that I had been using the medicine, 1
felt so well that thereafter my energy
to move returned and my health is
excellent. I always keep at home this
wonderful medicine, and it la a great
satisfaction to me to know that its
use in any kind of similar diseases
shall always pr we a blessing. And I
recommend to all persons suffering to
avail themselves of this medicine, assuring them that they will find the
desired relief.
JUAN IGNACIO BACA.
The above was made under oath
thU lith day of January, A. U. liMM,

ROMERO

USED

at Las Vegas,
witness.

BV THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WITH GREAT SUCCESS,

N. M., before me as a

J. P. CONKUN.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
I. Millard F. Davidson, make this
statement under oath for the benefit
of all 8iifft;rers as I have suffered.
This present winter I oaut'ht a bad
cold and had pains In my chest and a
severe cough. I thought I was surely
going to have pneumonia. I tried different remedies, but none relieved the
pain or stopped the cough. I heard
beeral people recommend Suoadora
so tried It, and in less than two days
was well and able to a'.tend to business. Since then I have (ailed others'
attention to this remedy, and without
exception they have been cured. It
does what is claimed for it.
M. K. DAVIDSON'.

Subscribed to and sworn to before
me this 21st day of February, A. D.
11(02.

SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.

'Seal)
Notary Public.
Lincoln, New Mexico, Feb. 21, 1K(i2.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln.
This is to certify that I am a resident of the County of Lincoln, Territory of New Mexico; mat I have suffered with scrofula trouble for four

DRUG

THE PRAISE OF THE WONDERFUL MEDICINE WHICH WE HEREWITH

years and have sought in vain for a
cure, both with doctors and prepared
medicines, blood purifiers, etc. Nothing seemed to do me good. I was prevailed upon to try Sanadora some
three months ago, which I did and I
believe now I am completely cured.
When I began taking this medicine I
had breaking out on my b. dy and
sores, which have now entirely disappeared. I feel first rate and can recommend Sanadora to anyone who is
troubled as I have been.
SAMUEL,

FARMER.

Subscribed and Bworn to bt fore mc
this l'Jtn day of February, A. I. 1902.
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS,
(Seal- Notary iMblic.
O
LA SANADORA

CURES!

ONE OF MANY!

Hedges, San Diego Co., Cal.. July 1!
Itomero Drug Company, I.iu Vegas,
New Mexico.
r
Sir:
with
My wife has been afflict.M
Rheumatism and Neuralgia for a long
time, and before writing to you, she
rom.
had used a great many
edies without apparent benefit. H,aiiz.
ing the fact that unless ehe obtained
relief soon her disease would K,.t the
best of her and develop tn'o something more serious. I commeL.ed to
and
search for some reliable retm-.iyIX-a-

thanks to God, I saw the advertisement of "La Sanadora" in one of our
Spanish papers and decided to give

your remedy a fair trial, which, I am
pleased to say, has proven satisfactory.
"La Sanadora'' has entirely cured
my wife of these diseases and she
now feels like a new woman. I can
truthfully say that "I.a Sanadora"
has given h r relief after all others
have failed. I feel so thankful for the
good "Iva Sanadora" has done for my
wife that I consider it my duty to add
my testimony to that of otbeis who
have been cured by your wonderful
remedy, "La Sanadora." If any one
dcuUa tlie truth of this statement, let
him or her write to me and I will tell
him or her just what "1a Sanadora"
has done for my wife.
Thanking you for your kindness, I
hemain.
Yours very truly,
PROF. A. J. M ON ROY, M. A.
Deputy Clerk of the Supreme Court
of San Diego County, Cal.
From The Oivtic, July 27, 1903.

PUBLISH, BEAR

vere cold, ta such an extent that for
two weeks I could not sleep, during
which time I tried different medicines
to seek relief but all in vain. Accidentally I noticed in one of the newspapers to which I am a subscriber, au
advertisement of your preparation,
"La Sanadora," and having read the
same carefully, I sent for a bottle of
that medicine, and as soon as I took
the first dose according to directions
given, instantly I felt great relief, the
fever and all pains I had been suffering having disappeared and I could
regain my sleep, having passed the
night pleasantly, and today I ieel in
good spirits, having regained my usual
As I cannot fully corgood health.
respond the benefit received from the
effects of so invaluable a medicine. I
hasten t" send you these lines as a
for publication, recomtestimonial
mending "La Sanadora" to all those
suffering from the effects of colds.
Yours very truly,
MEL1TON

r

CONCHA.

of the Chihuahua Baud.

O

Juarez City, State of Chihuahua,
Mexico,

Nov.

23rd,

103.

Romero Drug Co., Ijis Vegas, N. M.
Gentlemen: This letter Is for the
only purixise of informing you of the
following facts:
Since the 7lh of the present month
I have betn ttuffering from a very se

Lincoln, N. M., February 8, 1902.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Lincoln,
I, Patrlci.-Miranda, a resident of
Uncoln, New Mexico, uon my oath,
make tljls the following statement:
That about the first of the. year 1901

WITNESS TO IT8 MERITS.

became sick with stomach trouble,
which soon run into diarrhoea aau
dysentery. I was treated by a doctor
here and also at Fort Stanton for
eight months at an expense of over
one hundred and fifty dollors. I aiso
tried a number of different patent
medicines, but got absolutely no relief.
My weight was reduced dining this
time from one hundred and sixty
Kunds to one hundred .and twenty
pounds, and I had got into such a reduced condition that I could nardiy
walk and could do no work at all. I
had lost all hope of ever being cured,
but upon the recommendation of Ara-goBros. & Co., doing business here,
I made a trial of Sanadora and used it
as directed. The first bottle gave me
relief, and by the time I had used the
third Itottle my stomach was well and
my diarrhoea bad stopped, but I continued taking the medicine until I
used six bottles In all, and now can
say I am completely cured and have
gained back my regular weight. I
feel it my duty to testify to w'hat Sanadora has done for me, and so make
this affidavit.
PATRICIO MIRANDA (X) His Mark.
Witness: U. II. MOELLER.
Subscribed and sworn to before ma
this 8th day of February, A. D. 1902.
(Seal)
SIDNEY F. MATHEWS.
Notary Iulic.
I

n

CO., Albuquerque and Las Vegas, N. M., U. S. A.
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A Lucky Postmistress.
is Mrs. Alexander of Cary, Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills to
be the bent remedy she ever tried for
Keeping the stomach, liver and bowels in perfect order. You'll agree with
her If you try these painless purifiers
that Infuse new life. Guaranteed by
all drupgists Price 25c.
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All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
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The Denver & Rio Grande, 'naving
no lands for sale, and not being interested In any particular
location
descrllKKt, made an effort to have all
tiie information In the book absolutely correct, with the end In view
that only the best clasa of settlers
might be attracted to make Colorado
their permanent residence.

BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

MAY BUILD

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

As

a

BRANCH
TO TIMBER TRACT.
convenient means of transe

RAILROAD TOPICS

MELINI & EAKIN

the Santa month.

Of

the total, the Oilnda field
64,575
barrels, and the

produced
Bakersfieldsfield 57.774 barrels. Well
No. 24, which some years ago was
Col. R. T. Twitchell. assistant to the famous as a gusher, in the Olinda
general attorney for the Santa Fe In field, after being pumped for more
New Mexico, is down from Las Vegas. than three years, Is now again flowing
and is producing about 400 barrels
per day.
W. J. Black, general traffic manager for the Santa Fe, with office at
Chicago, was in the city between MUDGE WILL MAKE
TRIP OVER CHOCTAW.
trains, last night, while en route to
II. U. Mudge, second rice president
the Pacific coast.
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
W. R. Brown, district freight and Railway company, arrived In town this
passenger agent for the Santa Fe, with afternoon, coming In his private car
passed from Kansas City on Santa Fe train
headquarters
at El Paso.
through the city this morning en route No. 5, says the Topeka State Journal.
to Las Vegas.
On the arrival of the train Mr. Mudge's WORK HELD UP ON
S. C. P. A. & N. RAILWAY.
car was immediately transferred to
J. A. MeClurg, accompanied by his the Rock Island yards. He accompan Pending Granting of Concession to
wife and daughter, are at the Alva-rad"- led B. U Winchell, president of the
Close Government Forest
Mrs. MeClurg Is the daughter company, from Chicago as far as Kan
Reserve.
of David H. Moffatt, the millionaire sas City. Mr. Mudge will leave to
magnate
morrow morning at 7 o clock, on a
railway
oi coioraao.
Word reaches the city that work of I
special train for Oklahoma City, and construction
on the Silver City,
E. J. Gibson, division superintend- will make a trip of Inspection from Pinos Altos & Northern railway, which
night
last
ent of the Santa Fe, left
there over the Choctaw division of the Is building from Silver City to Plnos
for a trip to the Grand Canyon, ac- Rock Island system. He will be ac- Altos, has been held up temporarily,
companied by Mrs. Gibson and her companied on the trip by Dan E. Cain, until the company can secure permisguest. Miss Claude Edgar.
general manager of the company, and sion from the government to cross a
F. T. Dolan, superintendent
of the forest reserve over which the road Is
William L. Morgan, who for over southwest district.
surveyed to run. The matter was
night
years
ticket
has been the
three
thought settled and the desired papers
agent for the Santa Fe at Hutchinson, SOIL'S FERTILITY
from the department were expected
Kan., has accepted the position of asEXTOLLED IN BOOK. hourly up to the time the construcVegHS,
taking
agent
In Las
sistant
tion reached the edge of the reserve,
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Issues when It was learned that the applica
Dick Larrimore's place.
tion for the concession had been lost
Handsome Volume Describing
W. C. Black, district superintendent
In the malls and had never reached
Physical Condition of State,
of the Postal Telegraph company,
Duplicate rmners
the department.
for Settlers' Benefit.
with headquarters in Denver, arrived
have been made out, however, and the
In the city yesterday, and after In
desired permission Is expected within
specting the local office, left last night
The Denver & Rio Granile Railroad a few days. The company anticipates
for the north continuing his tour of company has issued an attractive resuming work on next Monday, and it
Inspection.
pamphlet entitled. "The Fertile Lands is thought the desired papers will have
of
Colorado
Northern New Mex reached Silver City by that time. The
Fourteen new brakemen arrived in ico." whij'h and
chmiM lirnxrr. tt
nr.. new road is to be operated by the
Las Vegas on No. 1 yesterday, from,lona, ,.,,, ... ..
J
...iv
Raton to work on that division of the settle in these states, savs the Den- Comanche Milling and Smelting
Santa Fe.
Brakemen have been ver News.
The booklet contains
scarce for some time and at times it seventy-twpages
Human Blood Marks.
t
has been hard work to make up a half tine pictures, and twenty-eighA tale of horror was told by marks
with a cover in
crew at Las Vegas.
showing
colors,
a scene nn in trri. of human blood in the home of J. W.
farm in Colorado. The booklet Williams, a well known merchant of
Paul Shoup, assistant general freight gated
was
compiled by C. A. Lyman, a for- - Bac, Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
agent for the Harriman lines in the
I had severe hemorrhages of the
northwest, has been appointed assist- mer Denver newspaper man, and de ago
ant general passenger agent for the scribes concisely the vast area nf lungs, and was near death when -I
and f?ra- - DeKan taking Dr. King's New DIscovSouthern Pacific at San Francisco, 'agricultural, horticultural
,nK 'anos located on the line of t7ie'Vr'- - " completely cured me and I
Th
cfrotu-annoimment
remained well ever since." It
'nver & Rla Grande railroad in this
May l. Mr. Shoup's successor has not
hemorrhages, chronic coughs,
state and New Mexico, besides
yet been named
col(ls an1 bronchitis, and is
,ing comprehensive Information to
March has passed and April is fast tending settlers about lands now the only known cure for weak lungs,
stealing away, and still the local Pen for entry or for sale. The ell- - Every hottle guaranteed by all drug-San1)0,116 free-theFe yards remain right where matie anl soil conditions in lOu towns gis,s 50c and
were first canstructed. never and valleys are carefully described,
x.1 . . Subscribe for The CltWen and get
having irotten a foot farther
,.r.
..v....
.
inland the apcomnanvln ViU,juiaijuH
iDe news
i"ib "i m- - "u rri?a.i t?u aciarauon "
"
'
that soon the yards would be moved
to a point south of their present
Fe at Cubero station, spent yesterday
in the city.

7

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6

le-lle-

or baking.
Ton limply vrete the barton

the second

fu

Wc Do Yotir Black-smit- h
Work Right!
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TCt
DEPART

OUR
ME NT,

.

Eagle$150

Hash 1

No. if with id karat eolld rold
pen point
6net vulcanised
rubbV and fully guaranteed.

r.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

93.00
kmini,
wilii cold band. $4.00

OILS,

COKE

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

aauad.

Eagle Pencil Co.

W.H.Hahn&Co

aJaaofacturen)

BOTH 'PHONES

377 Broauhvar. Now York

'

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Am.

At Consistent Prices

A. D. JOHNSON Extra Fine
Perfumed
Toilet Soaps
Violet

SKXXXXXXXXXXX)COCOCOOCOCOO

Rose and English Hawthorne,

3 Cakes in Box
--

FOR-

25 cents
Also extra qaality

THE WILLIAMS
BLUE

Established In 1882

Both phomeo.

A. E. WALKER,

C. PRATT &CO.

riRE

INSURANCE.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Secretary
Building Associa
Jas. Heekln & Go.'s Coffees, Im tion, Office atMutual
217 Weet Railroad
boden's Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy

IYI.

Groceries

DRAGOIE

Dealers tn
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
HlUaboro Creamery
Best on
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
all kinds ef Fresh Meat.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. 800 North Broadway, Corner of Waak
Z14 Boutn Beeonrj Street.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUKRUE.N. M.
I

rf

Ga-- 1

sXjEls

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Large ganRs of wrrknifn ate busily
these days along the line ot
the .Santa Ke railroad between Gallup
and Rio Puerco, reballasting the line,
raisins sat;s and putting the track in
The In st possible condition.
Seventy-fivmen are at work at Cubero on
tha: particular stretch of track, and
Ii") m n in all, are engaged on the
extra work, and soon passengers rld-i. ver
the line in western New
Mexico will lie passing over the finest
piect- of roadlied on the entiiv

Located on the Bclcn

f ngaRt--

Cut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

&.

Santa Pc Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees: publls school honse. eoet-Kichurches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants: lareest mercantile establishment in New Mexico: the Belen Patent Roller mill, ranaeltv. iro barrels rin- - t.r..
w-- i.
mUursEtJ, etc. Belen Is the largest ihipplng point for wool, flour, wheat. ice. leans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.
Of 1,000

From April 21 to 24 the Mexican
Centra! will sell round trip tickets for
teachers employed in all parts of the
republic letween those points and all
parts of the United States at the rate
of one fare plus two dollars for the
round trip. The rates are to be put
into effect in order that the teachers
may enjoy a summer vacation at their
homes, and it is expected that a large
number of tliem will take advantage
of the decreased cost of traveling and
make the trip during that period. The
will be sold with a
9.

return

limit

M

Belea is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points ea?t to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

e

of July

CO.

DRUG

FRONT STORE.

117 W. Railroad Avo.

Fm

Tar and

Hygienic Skin Soaps at
the same price

roadmaster of

district, has been trans
ferred to the first district, with head-I- f
tuaners at Aiouquerque. lie succeeds Mr. Hutchinson, who has resigned. F. S. Hurdy, of southern California, will take the position at this
p;Int, made vacant by Mr. Gabriel's
departure,

tickets

j

CO.,

WE FBLL

Amrlemn Block

Ton

Sold br Sobcom
and Other Store
Atk YOUR DEALER.
If he
doeen't aril roe tb
Eagle
"FLASH" Fountain Pene then
end tho retail price direct to
as. Each pen abaolutelr guar,

FlOb

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AYE,
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO,
NEW

Kelcher

ML
CO
$6.00 Per

. .

TRIMMING.

BALLINO,

Crr

EaiU Mn.h"No.25
.with sold bande, $2.50
EatrU "FUah" INa. 26

J

J. KORBER d

B. A. SLEYSTER

Write th instant ft
touch
tha paper

HORSE-SHOEIN-

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR

RIAGE

.

Inngath."

o

Oscar

RAlRlUdri

Sampson wind milts, ranch pumps
pump
and supplies and horse-powe- r
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay, ing outfits.
Grain and Fuel.
Auto, phone, 308; Colo., Red 131
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
tois line witn us.
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
NORTH THIRD STREET.
THORNTON Th Cl0nr
Cleans everything.
He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packINSURANCE;
REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
ing and shipping, unpacking and
PUBLIC.
setting up, and Is no upstart at
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
the business. There Is no othAutomatic Telephone, 174.
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.
SCO0COCOCO000000CO00000O09

in the picture) and the pen ilia

giv-lcur- es

The Winslow Hail says:

r?TAfe,Ac.ti

Third and Marquette

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Sortit 4tfeM
and onlr Perfect
Pen. No flue slier
no Ink to tpill ae closing

ta

brie!, for several years

PAINTS,

Handier!

'

....

Both Phones

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

Thos.

The Simplest

o

...

SCREEN DOORS

rori a or adi

.

hrr

MILL

C

to mm

Genrral Bailding SoppHes

3CXO)OOOOCOOOOOOOOCXDOOOCXDe

Proprietor.
br rxprePB, prepaid, tot
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Cl 00. .r bottle $2.76.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
PRESSITHE-We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
DUI1UJN
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

..

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Lucero

Am

Q

Tfjera

Sols Afsnta.
man. The find was made by C. C. '
Albuquerque, N. M.
Spaulding and Howard Noble, who
Aotomatlo Phone, 199.
were prospecting. In the overcoat
were found copies of the Los Angeles
Times and the San Francisco Examiner of the date of some time in
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a gooo
March, 11W0. Tiie body was dressed In
a suit of Jeans, over which was born lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
a blue denim ehirt and overalls. A tyle, go to South Third street, corner
pair of mittens was found near by. of Silver avenue. No. 216. Will obFrom a hasty examination of the served promptly at any hour ot thr
body no marks were found that would night. Prices will be from 25c t SOe
Indicate that a violent death had oc- M.
GRENADINO & CO.
curred, and from the dress and 'other
Indications, It Is evident that the man
was a stranger, and that he had probN. PEACH & CO.
ably become exhausted and laid down
KCAL KST ATK DEALERS
and died where found.
Auto, "phone. 437; Colo., Red 61.
Suffered for Five Year With Kidney
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
and Liver Trouble.
"I suffered for five years with kid- ney and liver trouble, which caused
severe pains across the back and a
blinding headache.
I had dyspepsia
and was so constipated that I could
UP TO DATE SIGNS
not move my bowels without a cathartic. I was cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
have DWn wel1 now tor six months,"
sys Mr. Arthur S. Strickland of XXXXXXXOCOCKXXOXOOCXXXJCW
Chattanooga, Tenn. For sale by all
SCREEN TIME
druggists.
s here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
MENARDWOMEItt
iff rituS
Cm Biff fornntifttarat

porting 6t,O00,00O feet of mining timber, the Phelps-Dodgcompany is
said to be contemplating the construction of a branch line from Rodeo, N.
M., Into the heart of the Chirieahua
mountains in Arizona.
Surveyors are expected to block out
the forests and run a rough survey
for the line, beginning their work
within thirty days. If their reports
are favorable, the construction of the
line will probably be decided upon.
While the transportation of 60,000,-00- 0
feet of lumber would not give
traffic to their road lor a great length
of time it Is estimated that three
years would exhaust that amount it
Ik said thst the savine- in transmirta-- i
tion. in comparison with the wagon
hauling method, would be sufficient
to justify the construction of tne line.
The district which the line would
tap is net yet much developed, but
dtiwhtrKM.infianiinMioaa,
GuarfcDltrd
M
or ulcerations
property owners in that district
H irrttfttiom
B,SJBV t. .1,1.tor..
f nnooai niambranM.
Sf
fwhylH.
constructwere
t'nat if the line
Pain less, and not utrio
ed It would do much to encourage VrYfHEtYWSpHfMlCMCO. got or poisonous.
told 2j drorvlat
mining operations.
or nt In plain wrapper,

Our Top Buggies and;
Runabouts must more
We need the floor j
npa.ee for another car. (
It's a time to help
yourself by helpln: ns.
$46.00 to $10iUoj

Albuquerque
Cog
Carriage
Corner Flrt and
Road.

DUUIIsts,
FRANKTORT. KT.

illustrate the quality of the products GREWSOME FIND
IN GRAND CANYON.
raised at each point.
R. H. Canierson Is at Flagstaff from
In the back of the liook Is a map
reports the,
showing the location of the lands de- the Grand Canyon. H
scribed, with Instructions how to ac- finding, near the river In th ecanyon,!
of the badly decomposed body of a
quire them.

III

Into Yours;

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now'.
TOP BUGGIES, wera S65.00 to 1140 00- - nnu
Rc.9 ra
rvi
We are also quoting Yery low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Co- cordu, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc Out of town business solicited.?
V,
Write for catalogue and prices
,

j

C. A. Tillotson, agent for

Out of Our:

O. F. O. l
WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.

TUiQ

KwO0

THE CELEBRATED

Cor. Coal Ave. and 2d St.

M

BACK OF P. O.

Pocket

West End Viaduct.

H

"Red Wagons"

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, rtortn Third Street

J.D. Emmons
1

FOUND AT LAST

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Meat Market

SEVEN

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We lave added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, brlnt them to
and Fe will straighten them oat for you.

THIRD STREET

preserver
ot
The cold air
displaces the hot sir and
keep a constant circulation,
essential for preserves food.
Call and see nnr line of reWe have them
frigerators.
from I9.T5 tip. Write f r
catalogue.
Is the best
food made.

i

PAGE

rru

IL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
V.

tit!

Jo's

ill

cored sre

In

MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

the center of the city,

uccd yard, drug store,

tsmes.

shop,

k
Total oil product ion for the Santa
California,
the
for
Ke oil fields of
month of March, as reported by Manager of Oil Properties F. T. I'erns,
amounts to 122.34'. I.arrels, whieh is
quite an increase uvtr auy previous

A

firsi-clas-

;

no

GO OVER

snd or prive!.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
We need a

first-clas- s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mUl.

!

a

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCF FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO 6ECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

M

n

well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
etc., etc. Also a
modern hotel

W.IL

s

Tifc IBelen Town

3SilW BECKER, jfrosident

and Imnrovement Comnanv
WM,
BEP.GER. Secretary
M.

fll

1

Albuquerque evening citizen.

EIGHT

PAGE

PERSONAL
(2

DAY AND WEATHER.
Fair and warmer tonight and
urday.

Pais tof Ojif
THEY IXK5K SO SNAPPY THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
WITH YOURSELF WHEN YOU WEAR THEM; THEY FIT PERFECTLY AND FEEL EASY; THEY LAST SO LONG AND ARE SO
CLOSELY PRICED THAT THEY WILL TROVE A GOOD PAYING

METAL.
KID,
VICI
MEN S SWELL SHOES. PATENT COLT, GUN
'....$2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.25, $3.50, $4.00
BOX CALF

SWELL

MENS

PATENT

OXFORDS,

COLT,

KID
STYLISH

WOMEN'S
BUTTON

WOMEN'S DAINTY
METAL, VICI KID

SHOES, PATENT
OXFORDS

GUN METAL, VICI
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50

CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS,

NEAT AND DRESSY
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee tjhern.

F. F. TROTTER
street.

The HJckos - Maynard Co
OF

REPRESENTATIVES

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

I

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy it from ua Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4-- Quart
2- 3- -

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

CO ,

CEMENT
GLASS
DOORS

LUMBER

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

THE

EVERITT

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Easter Sale Thursday, April 12th
Until WEDNESDAY, April 18th

We invite

Subscribe for the Citisen and Get the News

Whitney

WE
to you afterwards

? I ?

0

n

5

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

Lowncy's Candles

West

I

Select
Your
now

Easter

Marble.

GAME. TRACBALL
BENEFIT
APRIL 15.
TION PARK, SUNDAY,
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. SEATS IN
MclNTOSH
GRAND STAND FREE.
BFOWNS VS. BARELAS, 2:30 P. M.

Outfit

you first and
fits you afterwards
sometimes

We have the largest
line of Fancy Vests in
town

PARKER HOUSE ROLLS.
House rolls fresh ev ry day.

ParKi--

19
West Gold

E.L. WASHBURN CO. L

122

Secoid

711
$120,

Successors to

IZ.

J. POST

& COMPANY

Wholesale

Wholesale

and Retail

and Retail

to.

RENT
ROOMING HOUSE FOR
AND FURNITURE OF SAME FOR
LOCATION;
GREAT
SALE. FINE
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
SONS.
Tim Iwst native hay, nt $!.00 per
ton at Central yards, 123 Kast Tijeras.
CENTS DINNER.
35
REGULAR
EVERY DAY. EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGERS RESTAURANT, FROM 12

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

FREEZERS

'

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

s

Sili4

RUBBER HOSE

GARDENTOOLS
SPADES,

SHOVELS

NOON TO 2 P. M.

BebberOpticalGo.
IS Gold Avenue
Glasrcai

1

RficiNTOSH HARDWARE GOPJIRANY

-- o-

Ie:ive erdcrs and will deliver.
North Twelfth street.
o
A K'lar.inteed Hunalout, worth
now
Albuquerque carriage

The Tailor
jSeeO ur Windows

PURE DRUGS

N

Remember

Sells

s

403

DOCTOR

This Label Stands for 5 1 Years
of Knowing How .
I

o

HARDWARE

S. T. OFVANN
OPTICS

;

Fit you first and

Qimpany

i

I

HOSE, FLORAL SETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

HeiimB2ochi Biffeireiniee.o

.Mh

d

I--

Albuquerque, N. M.

Diamond

Clothier

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
-

Railroad

;"

(STERN
A.veinme

U3, H5t

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
First and Marquette,

COT-TON-

$IMN
U3

ff

Barnett Building

Druggists

ALL-WOO-

z

65o
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce tne same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLY

IVESf

L. KEMPENICH

'Tls a
value.

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Do You Use

Write

hand-painte-

In

L

al

NEW MEXICO"5? LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

ALL-WOO-

c

j

.

Sun rise, 5:31; set, 6:30; length, 12
hours and 59 minutes; moon will rise
at 11:44 tonight. It was so cool last
night and early this morning that reports have it that some fruit was
killed. This is Good Friday, the anniversary of the day on which Christ
was crucified. Paul made the death of
which
Christ and his resurrection,
the central
Easter commemorates,
and germ principle of Christianity. In
more recent days many regard the life
of Christ as more Important than his
death, and his teaching as superior ef- him.
KNOW.
Col. W. S. Hopewell, president of
Our cut flowers are fresh, and
ficiency to the record of his
the Albuquerque Eastern railway and sure to please.
THE TOWN IS FULL OF THIS STUFF
comthe Pennsylvania Iniprovenvnt
CLOTHES THAT CHEAT; THEY LOOK HONEST
pany, .will leave Monday for nn exARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
AND THEY COST HONEST; BUT THERE'S A
tended visit to the east. Mr. HopeFRAUD; AND YOU'LL FIND IT WHEN YOU
of
KollowinK la the 4 o'clock report
well is one of tho committee selected
WEAR THEM.
the arrival cf passenger trains:
to represent the Albuquerque Comp. m.
First No.
mercial club nt the St. Louis meetHART, SCHAFFNEB & MARX STAND FOR
THE FLORIST
Second No. 18:15 p. m.
ing of tho Southwestern Commercial
AND
NO "MERCERIZED
Nos. 7 nnd 9 On time.
clubs, the banquet of which will take
IF YOU FIND THEIR LABEL THAT'S
'519 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
No. 8 About 7:25 p. m.
place April 17, but Col. Hopewell
WHAT YOU GET.
Auto Phone, 718.
No. 4 About 3:55 a. m.
states that he does not believe he will
banquet.
the
able
to
be
attend
Mrs. T n. Itoss of this city, visited
Ilecause William Farr, the butcher.1
Santa Fe yesterday.
is always up and doing, he is ahead
TICKETS EOUGHTr SOLO
J. H. O'Reilly has returned from a just, fifteen head of cows tolay.
AND EXCHANGED
business trip to Santa Fe.
Yesterday morning, at 8 o'clock, when
yesAssociation
Office
doing
"early
bird"
Mr.
city,
Farr,
when
the
left
Georpe Ilolton, of this
turn, visited the stock yards he found
Transactions
terday for a visit to Wichita, Kan.
Guaranteed
Mr. and Mrs. U A. Hughes of Santa his stock missing. A deputy sheriff
was hastily summoned, and after a ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 8 W. R. R.
Fe, are registered at the Alvarado.
Ave.
bit of skillful Sherlock Holmes work.
MK
Vince Mason, a Silver Cityite. was discovered
peacefully
the cattle
yesterday.
metropolis
a visitor in the
browsing a mile away. Mr. Farr and raw
W. II. Morris, real estate, loan and the deputy, Mr. Montoya, are still eninsurance nRent of Gallup, spent yes- deavoring to discover the villain who
terday In the city.
turned the cattle out of the corral.
E. C. Ftiehr, formerly an undertaker
W. V. Smith, a resident of the
toin business in this city, or three years
Meadow City, was In Albuquerque,
family,
past, accompanied by his
day, transacting personal business.
J. K. Sheridan, tho coal mine in- leaves tonight for Ran Antonio. Tex.,
spector, spent last night in the city, where they will make their home In
the future, 'Mr. Fuehr having comand left for the north this morning.
arrangements for embarking in
pleted
terricaptain
of tho
Fred Fornoff,
city
In the wholesale piano busithat
We have made such big price reductions for this event in all departments
at
was
torial mounted police, who
.Mr. and Mrs. Fuehr. during their
ness.
to
ivnver on business, has returned
many
we anticipate six of the liveliest days in our history.
residence in this city, have made
Santa Fe.
friends, who will regret to learn of
Space not permitting, we quote here only a few prices:
Charles R Dagenette, outing agent their departure this evening. Before
for the Indians of the southwest, left leaving Mr. and Mrs. Fuehr were tendMen's Hose, brown or black, our
Misses' Presses, white cr colored,
Indies' and Children's Oxfords,
last night for Phoenix, Ariz., after a ered a farewell dinner by Mr. and Mrs.
regular
seller,
nil sizes; 2 to 14 years,
tan, white and black; we offer for
few days spent In the city.
A. Tiorders.
3 PAIRS FOR 25c.
25c TO $4 AND $5.
this sale at,
Percy Parber, chief engineer for
Austin Hradshaw has resigned as
50c UP TO $2.
bookkeeper for the Albuquerque Gas, the Navajo Gold Mining company, purgrade
Our
best
Men's
of
Indies' Misses' and Babies' Hats,
Electric Light and Power company, chasers of the Albemarle milling maUnderwear; colors, cream, Drown
an
variety.
endless
Good grade of 8
Gingham,
and left this morning for Denver, his chinery In the Cochlti district, arrived
or blue; go at only,
50c TO $7.50.
5c PER YARD.
former home.
from New York this morning, after
45c THE GARMENT.
Twenty yards of Unbleached
Attorney and Mrs. A. H. Renehan of an absence from the territory of r.ev-erLawn, 4c PER YARD.
months. Mr. Barber will go to
Alarm Clocks, best $1 grade,
Muslin, lit! inches wide,
Pure Silks, all colors,
Santa Fc, have gone to California, on
ONLY 65c.
a pleasure trip. Mr. ltenehan Is one Bland tomorrow, and a final clean up
FROM 24c PER YARD UP.
FOR $1.
of the leading attorneys at law of the of all that 1s left of the machinery
We give Premium Tickets for the
will be made. It will be remembered
China, with all cash purchases.
Ancient City.
bulk" and the best of the mill
Robert Gortner, of the firm of Cat- that the
to the Green Consolidated com222 West Railroad Avenue
n- - m- q
ron & Gortner, lawyers of Santa Fe, went
that a large part
passed through the city last night, pany In Mexico, and
Coloen route to El Paso, where he is called of what remained was sold to a now
rado company. Mr. Barber is
on important legal matters.
preparing to dispose of all that is left.
U. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker left last He will be in the territory several
evening for Roswell to attend dis- weeks.
trict court, which convenes there next
week.
The land fraud case of the
Just received, a big assortment of
Tallmadges comes up at the session women's white and gray canvas Oxnext week.
fords, with the leather or canvas covformerly of the ered wooden heels, light or extension
W. V. Frutrelle,
humming
nuumjuHiuisa. twtagggammEaaiBBW
Frutrelle Furniture company, is ex- soles, plain or cap toes, largo eyelets
pected to return to tho city on the with ribbon ties. Prices range from
17th of the month from a business1 $1.50 to $2.25. C. May's Shoe Store, isll
trip to El Paso, where he has been the West Railroad avenue.
o
past several weeks.
The Presbyterian ladies will serve
manager
for
T. S. Seery, storehouse
ham anil eggs with 'homemade bread
Construction com- and coffee: also lemon, custard nnd
the Lantry-Shar- p
on
busi
city
pany, at Helen, is in the
pumpkin pie, at 212 South Second
ness for the company. Mr. beery says street, Saturday evening. JCggs served
.o c
tho
over
p o
running
out
that trains are
o
In any way on short order. Take your
cut-oXL m
daily, now, leaving Uelen in supper here.
the early morning.
BALL
PARK
THE TRACTION
Frank Leake, representing Charles
MclNTOSH BROWNS
Out West magazine, is GROUNDS.
Lumniis'
3 o
spending n few days in Albuquorquet VS. BARELAS. SUNDAY, APRIL 15.
3 C
GRAND
accompanied by his wife. Mr. Leake's ADMISSION. 25 CENTS,
CJ
visit here is for the purpose or secur- p STAND FREE. GAME CALLED AT
O
ing material for an illustrated write-u- 2:30. BENEFIT MclNTOSH BROWNS
3
o
o
of Albuquerque for his magazine.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE
The Postal Telegraph company an
C3
nounces that it will transmit free of
2Sc
ors
charge telegrams relating to the re- Fancy Creamery Putter
30c
lief fund being raised for the stricken 35c can of Baking P?wder
w
Sc
or lb
people of southern Italy. The orrer Macaroni,
of Corn Sc.irch. txr nkg
He
O
does not include the transmission
3
money, which should ne arrangeu ivi
See us for step ladders.
ISc
through a banking institution.
California Pears, per can
25c
E. P. Holcombe of Washington 2 cans of Grapes for
20c
special agent of the general land of Postum Cereal
North First Street
40 ,
M South First Street
25c
fice, who Is in the territory in con 2 pkgs of Force
arrangements
for
Bpeclal
We.
have
nection with an investigation into the receiving
strictly fresh eggs, and we
disposition and administration of the
eggs
public lands of the territory or isew sell than reasonable, too. If the
Mexico, passed up the road for Santa your grocer handles don't suit ycu,
Cruces, where give ours a trial.
Fe yesterday from
!c
Figs, per pkg
he has been on official business.
25c
8 cans of Sardines
Yesterday, a party of Albuquerque- - 2 cans or Clams
25c
ans, Including "Hon" iiopKins, naipu 2 pkgs of Gelatine
25c
Decker, Charles Holden, V. Hessel-de- n
Do you need an lee cream freezer?
city
left
Clancy,
the
Albert
quart
and
We have them in 1, 2, 3 and 4
for a two weeks' exploration of the sizes; prices right.
mountains,
Manzano
of
9c
the
south end
Large can of Cream
taking with them a camp outfit, and Soup, per can
c
SHUR-Oguns. Intending to slaughter all the 2 lbs of Ginger Snaps
15c
jack rabbits and other game that dare 2
pkgs Cold Water Starch 15c
how their heads.
You need gome fertilizer for y.jur
was lawn. We carry tho best.
Mrs. Edward Lippitt. who
of
brought in from her homo north
THE MAZE.
the city, a few days ago, suffering
William Kieke, Proprietor.
St.
from appendicitis, aud placed In
riRBT ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
.TnspnVa linsnltal. for nn ooeratlon, Is
There is none better than Boss Pat-(ti- t
Room lO, Whiting Blh.
Owing to
and l'mpress Hour; only C5c nnd
in a fair way to recover.
Corner Cold Avenue and Second Street.
it Jl.r.n p.r sack. Why pay more?
Appointment Made at Vann'm Drug Store.
Mrs. Lippitt being C3 years of ag
Cash Grocery Co., 315
was feared at firtt that sue woum

that

T. Y. MAYNARD.

ARE EXCLUSIVE

Wearers

YOU ARE OFFERED DAILY ALL KINDS OF
CLOTHES TO WEAR; SOME GOOD, SOME BAD,
SOME DISHONEST.
THE DISHONEST CLOTHES ARE THOSE
OF
FABRICS ADULTERATED WITH
MADE
"MERCERIZED COTTON;" MADE TO LOOK
AND SURE TO WEAR LIKE
LIKE
PART COTTON.
THE DISHONESTY IS IN THE LOOKS THAT
DECEIVE YOU; NOT IN THE FABRIC, OR IN
THE DEALER. THERE'S NOTHING DISHONEST
COTTON" FABRIC IF YOU
IN A "MERCERIZED
KNOW WHAT IT IS; SOME PEOPLE DON'T

R.R.

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

To Men's-Cloth- es

trim-mine-

18

AND SLIPPERS, PATENT KID, GUN
$1.65, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50

118 and 120 South Second

I

Prices Are Right

KID,
KID. VICI
LACE OR
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

No.

Sat- -

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
President Charles K. Keyes, of the
We are making window screens all
Now Mexico School of Mines, ivt So- - mortised
together,
as strong as
corrdris up from the Gem City, upend- - a door, for 7 cents and
a square foot. A
Dr.
Ing tho day in the metropolis.
screen
door,
that
or
Keyes snvs that, he Is highly pleased t will outlast
shipped In here
nny
with the work accomplished by the. from the cast, door
s,
together with
School of Mines, the past winter. The
$1.25.
for
least
at
term closes in May, when
We make the regular shop made
three mining engineers will be grad- screen doors that have always cost,
ual ed. and possibly four.
heretofore, $2. no to $2.25, for $1.5n.
Judge W. C He.'ieocl; h:;s the honor
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
of receiving an invitntion to
PLANING MILL CO.
of the
a banquet of nil graduates
I'nlted States Naval Academy at Anyour
mare to the best trotBreed
napolis, which will take place in the ting stallion In New Mexico.
219
old building of the academy on June Copper avenue.
11.
Judge Ileacock was one of fix
ttnlents who graduated In 1872. The
judge remembers with some pleasure
that Admiral Dewey was one of the
first officers of the nendeniv to punish

EASTER

INVESTMENT.

13, 1906.

not bo able, to withstand nn operation. However, Phe Is getting well
fast and her ultimate recovery 13

LOCAL AND

3X4WESTRAILR0ADAYfcj:

FRIDAY, APRIL

Adjueted.

Eyes

Tested.

LENSES GROUND ON PREMISES

RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

NEW MEXICO

M

